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ResistanceResistance and Counter-resistance 

Chapte rr  6. Tool fo r Resistanc e and Counter-resistanc e 
Thee previous chapter dealt specifically with the concept of discipline and how 

disciplinaryy practices work in microfinance. Despite the implicit connotation of 
domination,, the poor in general and women in particular do not live their 
subordinationn without challenge. They often develop many resistance strategies and 
literaturee abounds with many examples of the ways in which people resist. This is 
consistentt with Foucault's assertion that where there is power, there is resistance 
(1977).. Foucault argues that power can only be understood in the context of 
resistance.. He further adds that resistance is the other side of power implying that, like 
power,, resistance has the potential to provoke a counter-reaction. The almost general 
constructionn of microfinance as the panacea for poverty reduction and as 
automaticallyy empowering for women overlooks the possibility of counter resistance 
thatt Foucault asserts. This chapter explores the forms women's resistance to 
microfinancee take as well as some evidence of resistance to women's attempts to gain 
moree power in the households, the community, and the society at large. It also tests 
thee hypothesis that microfinance is a tool for resistance used both by the powerful and 
thee subordinates in their struggle for change. 

Thee chapter is divided into five sections: the first section looks at the role of 
moneyy and credit and their relationships to power. The second section looks at the 
characteristicss of women work and how they affect women's ability to access credit. 
Thee third section examines not only the ways women resist their exclusion from 
accesss to formal credit, but also how they resist the disciplinary power of 
microfinance.. The fourth section looks at the counter-resistance to women's 
empowerment,, focusing on the resistance from men, the community and the 
government,, and how women respond to those new challenges. The fifth section 
assessess whether women's empowerment resulting from access to microfinance leads 
too improvement in the status quo (discipline) or to the eradication of gender 
inequality.. The last section provides a conclusion. 

6.16.1 Money, Credit and Power 
Inn order to understand how microfinance contributes to women's 

empowerment,, we need an understanding of what money is, its functions and how it 
helpss women fight their subordination. This section briefly examines the role of 
moneyy and its relationships to power. This will be done by briefly looking at the 
functionn of money, then examining the perception of money and credit and finally 
analysingg the various sources of money and credit. 

6.1.11 Function s of Money 
Moneyy originates in production and is created to serve the social purpose of 

facilitatingg the problems of exchange. It has four essential functions: 
First,, money functions as a medium of circulation used as payment in 
transactions.. As such it facilitates the circulation of commodities (Harvey, 
1982:242). . 
Second,, money functions as a store of value that is, an asset that people hold 
inn order to preserve pure purchasing power for the future. As such, money 
representss the generalised form in which wealth can be held. 
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Third,, money functions as a standard of value or a unit of account. Barry N. 
Siegell  (1994) argues that society usually adopts money as a medium of 
exchangee for measuring and for expressing value. Therefore, the dollar, franc 
orr euro are common denominators in terms of which the market value of 
goodss is expressed and its relative importance measured. 
Fourth,, money functions as a standard for deferred payment or a means of 
expressingg debt obligations. 

Accordingg to Siegel, these four functions represent theoretical definitions of 
moneyy and are applicable to all societies that use it. He adds that there are empirical 
definitionss of money which focus mainly on the objects money actually performs and 
therefore,, change over time and space, from skin, cowry, gold, silver, coins, bank 
notes,, deposit notes, to paper money. Money is also associated with power (Dodd 
1984,, Harvey 1983). For David Harvey, "Money exists as the incarnation of general 
sociall  power, independent of and external to particular production processes or 
specificc commodities (Harvey 1982:241). He further adds that money assumes an 
independentt and external function of power in relation to exchange because as the 
universall  equivalent, it is "the very incarnation of social power which can be 
appropriatedd and used by private persons" (Harvey 1982). Nigel Dodd (1994) also 
arguess that money is not a neutral and transparent medium of exchange. It has cultural 
andd symbolic associations generated by its use as a form of wealth and as a 
foundationn of power. Money has the capacity to empower its holders. For him, 

Moneyy does not merely embrace but embodies essential features of the empowerment 
off  the human will , of the capacity and desire of individuals to acquire what they do 
nott have, to possess and assimilate objects of desire. (Dodd 1994:159). 

Moneyy has cultural and symbolic associations generated by its use as a form 
off  wealth, and as a foundation of power. Money and credit have social meanings. For 
instance,, money is often associated with security, control, protection in the future and 
thee ability to have a choice. 

6.1.22 Perception s of mone y and credi t 
Moneyy is often conceptualised as freedom, happiness, and its retention as a 

basiss for confidence. Having money confers the freedom and power to make choices. 
Forr the majority of the poor in developing countries, having money literally means the 
abilityy to choose between having two or three meals a day. In times of economic 
crisis,, having money means not worrying about survival. In an environment in which 
thee prices of foodstuffs and other basic necessities rise all the time, most people are 
involvedd in a daily struggle to stay alive making money a popular subject of 
conversations.. The lack of money often leads to powerlessness and social exclusion, 
ass most household needs are unmet. Money gives the power to afford many things. 
Forr instance, it opens up the opportunity to higher education, for example, rich people 
cann afford to send their children to better schools thereby helping to provide them 
withh a good head-start. 

Ass a social construct, money has additional meanings. Like education and 
politicall  power, money is a symbol of status. Rich people are often distinguished by 
theirr lavish lifestyle. They drive [expensive] cars, own and live in large homes, dress 
betterr and consume conspicuously to impress the poor below them. Having money is 
veryy important in Cameroon where throwing social parties and organising big funerals 
playy an important social function. Money also tends to be seen as a source of 
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happiness;; conversely, the lack of money is often seen as a source of sadness, 
lonelinesss and shame. Sadness and shame of being unable to fulfi l one's basic needs 
orr to provide adequate funerals for one's departed family members. For most people, 
moneyy offers the ability to exercise power and control over others. Individuals with 
moneyy have the ability to decide how those who depend on them have to live their 
lives;; they could deny basic necessity to those depending on their money. 

Culturall  environments strongly affect the social meaning of money. For 
instance,, there is still in contemporary Cameroon a strong cultural value of giving 
moneyy to people. This is reinforced by the growing problem of poverty, which means 
thatt many poor people depend on the more fortunate members of their families for 
cashh remittances and gifts for their survival. While the economic crisis is giving rise 
too individualism, the culture of giving cash presents is still highly valued. In such an 
environment,, having money enables people to give gifts to charitable causes or to 
familyy members and be praised for it. Rich individuals who give generously are 
respectedd and are able to keep their family together. In Cameroon as in many sub-
Saharann African countries, some people still hold the view that being rich is a result of 
luckk and consequently, rich people have a duty to share their good fortunes with their 
lesss fortunate family members. In the past, Cameroonian elite groups have used their 
positionss to get access to bank loans, which were used in part to cultivate social links 
withh their relatives, without necessarily repaying those loans. The failure by the elite 
too repay the loans helped to sustain the misconception that the credit system was 
anotherr mechanism for the transfer of resources. That situation resulted in a popular 
wisdomm in the country that **/a chèvre broute ou elle est attachée", literally translated 
ass "the goat grazes where it is tethered". This common wisdom naturalised the 
tendencyy by civil servants to take advantage of their positions. 

Usedd as a standard of deferred payments, money involves a reciprocal 
relationshipp with rights and obligations. Thus, it can be viewed either as a debt or as a 
credit.. From the standpoint of the person who has the obligation to pay a fixed sum of 
moneyy in the future, it is a debt. From the point of view of the person to whom the 
futuree payment is to be made, the obligation is a credit; it is a claim against another 
personn for payment. That reciprocal relationship of rights and obligations is also 
subjectt to changes. In fact the meaning of credit changes in time and space. For 
instance,, changing economic environment, development theory and social attitudes 
affectt the meaning of credit. Chapter three has already hinted on these changing 
meaningss of credit. For instance, during the 1950s and 1970s the prevailing system of 
patronagee and the political inability to enforce repayments contributed to the 
perceptionn of credit as a sort of 'grant' that did not necessarily have to be repaid. 
Michaell  Rowlands (1995) also found that "for most Cameroonians, there is no 
assumptionn that money borrowed must be repaid" (Rowlands, 1994:115). However, 
sincee the collapse of the Cameroon banking system in the late 1980s, that perception 
hass progressively changed and the once popular adage "the goat grazes where it is 
tethered""  is no longer applicable. Credit is no longer constructed as a 'charity'. To be 
creditworthy,, paying interest rates on loans and repaying the loans is not only 
accepted,, but has become natural to the credit system. 

6.1.33 Source s of mone y and credi t 
Theree are many ways in which people can get access to money. One of the 

wayss is by earning it. Money originated in the production process and in production 
relations.. People can earn money by engaging in productive economic activities or 
throughh remunerated employment. People also get access to money through 
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remittancee or through inheritance. Another way for people to get access to money is 
throughh the credit system, which makes possible the money saved by others to be lent 
outt as capital in return for interest (Harvey 1982:262). Money can therefore be 
convertedd into productive capital through the credit system. The credit system 
facilitatess access to capital by assembling, concentrating and distributing the savings 
off  others, which has become money capital. Credit can be obtained through a variety 
off  financial institutions, which can be generally grouped into formal, semi-formal and 
informall  sectors: 

Thee formal financial sector includes institutions that fall under the monetary 
regulationss and other rules of their respective governments and central bank. Formal 
financiall  institutions include commercial, investment and development banks. 

Semi-formall  financial institutions are defined as institutions that are registered 
underr non-financial legislation, and consist of cooperatives, credit unions, post office 
savingss banks and non-governmental organisations (NGOs). These institutions 
providee credit and other financial services to small and medium sized firms. 

Thee informal financial sector includes institutions that fall outside the 
regulatoryy system of their respective countries and central banks. They include: 
rotatingg credit and savings associations, mutual assistance groups, moneylenders, 
friends,, relatives, and savings collectors. The informal sector plays a crucial role in 
developingg countries. It is considered the primary source of credit for low-income 
individualss and the microentrepreneurs. 

Manyy authors have argued that in most developing countries, these various 
financiall  sectors are fragmented (Aryeetey, 1994; Mboya and Bagachwa, 1995). 
Financiall  markets are seen as fragmented when different market segments (formal, 
semi-formall  and informal) are poorly linked, each operating independently from each 
otherr in terms of their clientele, mode of operation and interest rates. There tends to 
bebe minimal or no linkages and collaboration between the different sectors. One of the 
consequencess of such fragmentation is the poor allocation of resources within the 
economy.. Von Pischke (1991) in: "Finance at the Frontier: debt capacity and the role 
ofof credit in the private economy" suggests that the financial system as having a 
frontier.frontier. He argues that inside the financial frontier, credit is widely available and 
virtuallyy always carries an interest rate. However outside the frontier of formal 
finance,, credit is scarce, expensive or both, or so closely related to social ties that it 
carriess no interest amounts. Whether inside or outside of the frontier, financial 
systemss wield enormous power. Financial institutions have the power to transfer 
resourcess to productive or non-productive uses. 

Inn general, two broad types of credit can be distinguished: personal71 or 
consumptionn credit and productive or commercial credit. Productive credit includes 
businesss loans, whether short- medium- or long-term. Instead of using the loans on 
consumption,, productive credit can help borrowers take advantage of available 
profitablee investment opportunities, adopt better technology, improve productivity, 
increasee earnings. Schumpeter (1987) has stressed the importance of technology in 
bringingg about new products, processes and the forms of the organisation or 
productionn and profits. In the contemporary world market, the adoption of new 
technologyy is crucial to enterprises if they are to remain competitive in the current 
technology-drivenn world market. However, for most enterprises, the adoption of new 
technologyy is closely lined to the availability of finance. Robert W. Cox (1987) argues 
thatt financial power is predicated on production relation but, finance is the chief 

711 Personal credit includes home mortgages, automobile loans, education etc. 
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determinantt of the level of economic activity, and technology is the principal factor in 
competitivee success or failure (1987:303). For instance, women's low productivity is 
oftenn explained by the fact that they often lack adequate access to credit that could 
enablee them to upgrade their labour intensive processes with appropriate and 
affordablee tools, equipments and technologies. The ability of credit to enable 
productionn to expand is widely recognised, particularly as it can encourage the 
adoptionn of new technology to improve productivity. Cox rightly argues that credit is 
aa power that can help to determine the manner in which production takes place. As he 
putss it, 

Whenn a business tries to borrow, the credit mechanism decides in effect whether or 
nott that business will be able to acquire a certain technology to expand its profit-
makingg capacity. The technology to be acquired implies a certain pattern of 
productionn relations. The financial mechanism will thereby strengthen or weaken that 
pattern,, depending on whether credit is granted or withheld. (Cox; 1987:267). 

Onee of the justifications for providing credit to low-income producers is that it 
helpss the adoption of new technology critical to the expansion of production. 
However,, the nature of such expansion is often based on a given supply of money. 
Greaterr technological progress often results in higher productivity of capital invested. 
Ass already mentioned, credit is a power that is exercised through the ability to give 
andd deny credit. Many people such as the poor, women, the elderly, the sick, and the 
unemployedd as well as low-income producers are often excluded from access to 
formall  credit. Financial exclusion is not limited to who you are and what you do; it 
alsoo depends on where people live. In Cameroon for instance, rural population face 
financiall  exclusion because financial institutions are reluctant to open branches in 
rurall  and underprivileged areas. Some individuals and households may be excluded as 
aa result of the policies and practices of governments and financial institutions. Some 
authorss go as far as to argue that credit is in fact hierarchical. For Stephen Gill , 
"Financee is hierarchically organised and both internationally and externally policed 
andd thus, defended and protected from the marginalised people of world society. (Gill 
1995:76). . 

Inn the financial hierarchy, the formal sector is at the highest level; the semi-
formall  sector occupies the middle level of the financial hierarchy and at the bottom of 
thee financial hierarchy is the informal sector. Historically, the three sectors tend to 
operatee without linkages and collaboration between them. Of course there are large 
numberss of excluded individuals and households that cannot access financial services 
fromfrom any of these three sectors. There seems to be a glass-ceiling between the various 
sourcess of credit that prevent individuals from being able to easily move up in the 
financiall  hierarchy. Clients from the lower level in the financial hierarchy often have 
greatt difficulties graduating to access financial services at higher levels. In general, 
eachh financial sector has its own market niche and seeks to retain its clients, 
especiallyy the most profitable ones. Thus, access to credit is organised in a 
discriminatoryy and hierarchical manner, both at national and on a global scale (Gill , 
1995). . 

Viewedd on a global scale, the policies and practices of the IMF and the World 
Bankk are aimed at policing and defending the interests of global capital rather than 
thosee of the poor. In order to ensure that debts to international financial institutions 
aree repaid, the IMF and the World Bank often prescribe economic liberalisation and 
structurall  adjustment to countries such as Cameroon as remedies to their economic 
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crisis.. When these remedies do not eradicate poverty (they in fact exacerbate poverty), 
thee same multilateral financial institutions strongly promote the adoption of 
microfinancee as part of the global strategy for poverty alleviation. Although 
microfinancee has been proclaimed as an important mechanism to include the poor in 
thee benefits of development, its promotion by donors and financial institutions such as 
thee World Bank in Cameroon particularly during the implementation of structural 
adjustmentt programmes and the growing poverty among the population can be 
viewedd as a way of co-opting the hitherto marginalized groups in society with the aim 
too reducing their resistance to structural adjustment and growing inequality. In tandem 
withh this inclusion of the poor, regulations are made to protect the financial soundness 
off  the formal financial sector. 

Today,, there is a clear hierarchy in access to credit. Transnational corporations 
andd governments, tend to have wider and cheaper access to credit. They are able to 
borroww for longer periods and pay even lower rates of interest than those charged to 
otherr types of borrowers. In addition to local commercial banks, states borrow from 
financiall  institutions operating on the global stage such as the World Bank and the 
Internationall  Monetary Fund, regional banks, as well as the financial capital markets. 
Followingg the states, large firms enjoy better and cheaper access to commercial banks 
loans.. Small and medium-scales enterprises come in the third position and can access 
creditt from commercial banks. In developing countries access to credit by small and 
medium-scalee enterprises from commercial banks is often the result of positive 
discrimination.. In general, these enterprises often get their credit from the semi-
formall  financial institutions. At the bottom of the financial hierarchy are producers in 
thee informal sector, those mainly involved in income-generating activities and other 
formss of self-employment. They have almost no access to financial services from the 
formall  and semi-formal financial institutions. Contemporary micro entrepreneurs 
havee access to microfinance institutions and informal sector credit. As we noted 
already,, another process of stratification is also taking place within microfinance 
institutions,, this time along gender-lines. Experience from mixed microfinance 
programmess show that men tend to access larger loans while women increasingly 
receivee small loans. Outside the credit system is the new category of people: the non-
entrepreneuriall  poor or the hardcore poor. Although some of these people are 
involvedd in productive activities, they have very limited access to financial services, 
particularlyy credit. When they cannot join mutual financial self-help groups such as 
thee rotating savings and credit associations, they had no choice but to borrow at very 
highh interest rates from the moneylenders. In Cameroon, women dominate in this last 
category.. Protection can be seen through the manner in which borrowing is 
conducted... Banks often favour productive credit on the grounds that their finance 
activitiess that generate income to enable for repayments. In addition, lack of collateral 
limitss conventional credit. The Government also provides regulation in order to 
reducee potential risk to the financial market. Donors protect their funds by 
establishingg explicit selection criteria of partner MFIs. The hierarchisation of the 
creditt system has negative implications for certain marginalised groups such as 
womenn and the poor. 

6.26.2 Women's  work,  money  and access  to  credit 
Ass stated above, money is conceptualised as power, status, liberty and 

freedomfreedom and as such, is also critical for women. Women need access to money for the 
samee reasons men do: to increase their status, confidence, self-esteem, autonomy and 
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too exercise power \ They use the same means to get access to money: through 
salariedd employment, production for sale, inheritance, remittance, or through the 
creditt system. This section looks at women's work and how this affects their access to 
credit.. This is important for a better understanding of women's resistance and the role 
suchh resistance plays in empowering women. 

6.2.11 Representatio n of wome n entrepreneurshi p 
Inn order to have a better understanding of gender relations, it is important to 

lookk at women's economic activities, the way they are perceived in Cameroonian 
societyy as this affects their access and control of the resources needed to carry those 
activities.. This sub-section briefly looks at the representation of women' work and 
howw the perception of women's activities affects their access to resources. For a long 
time,, women's activities remained invisible. Cameroonian women in general and 
thosee in rural areas in particular have always been important contributors to the 
economy.. As a World Bank report notes, "Irrespective of residence, women work 
primarilyy as family labour (World Bank, 1995:112). As in the past, rural women 
continuee to provide unpaid labour as agricultural workers. A survey conducted by the 
Institutee of Agronomic Research (IRA) in 198273 shows that Cameroonian women, 
especiallyy those living in rural areas, perform 78 percent of the land preparation, 48 
percentt of the planting, 70 percent of the weeding and 63 percent of the harvesting. 

Despitee their important contribution, rural women are not seen as agricultural 
workers.. In addition to contributing "free labour" in their husband's farms, women are 
heavilyy involved in subsistence farming. Although they produce their family's 
consumptionn food, they are not considered as farmers and as a result, seldom benefit 
fromm agricultural extension services, provided through state-managed cooperatives. 
Thesee cooperatives are in charge of the distribution of extension services such as new 
seeds,, fertilizers, improved technology and credit to their members who are involved 
inn the production of cash crops such as coffee, cocoa, and cotton . As the World Bank 
rightlyrightly notes, "The government has seldom assisted groups of women or small-scale 
femalee entrepreneurs to have access to the type of technology they required to 
strengthenn the food production/processing/marketing chain" (World Bank, 1995:149). 
Onee of the consequences of the lack of support to women's activities has been their 
inabilityy to expand. The small-scale of women' productive activities implies that they 
requiree small start-up or working capital often discriminated against by mainstream 
financiall  institutions. 

Women'ss involvement in the growing, processing and marketing of food is not 
regardedd as entrepreneurship, which also explains their financial exclusion. 
Camerooniann women play a major role not only in production, but also in marketing. 
Itt is generally acknowledged that Cameroonian women dominate the informal sector. 
Inn the market, most women are involved in petty trade. They often sell the surplus of 
theirr family consumption food they farm. In fact, the agricultural sector represents an 
importantt source of jobs for women. The World Bank Report states that "Compared 
withh men, women are over-represented in agriculture: 85 percent of jobs held by 
womenn and 63percent of jobs held by men are in agriculture (World Bank, 1995:112). 

Women'ss activities have traditionally been seen as non-productive work 
(unpaidd farm labour and invisible subsistence food producers) and this has been one 

Forr instance, Christine Jones in a study of the SEMRY I irrigated rice project in Cameroon, women 
wil ll  attempt to reallocate their labour toward activities that put income under their direct control. 
733 Although this survey is not the most recent, it represents the most detailed study conducted in 
Cameroonn on the contribution of women in agriculture. 
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off  the reasons why they have been excluded from gaining access to certain resources. 
Whilee women traders are recognised as important contributors to the household and 
nationall  economies, they are not seen as entrepreneurs and as a result, are excluded 
fromfrom access to credit from formal financial institutions. 

AA proper identification of women's activities as productive work and as 
entrepreneurshipp would enable women to have more access to resources and to be 
ablee to have more control over the production processes, gain more wealth, status and 
powerr from these activities. 

6.2.22 Financia l exclusio n of wome n 
Financiall  exclusion of the poor is considered to mean a lack of access to 

financiall  services, usually seen to be caused by a number of factors such as lack of 
bankingg facilities in the areas where the poor live, inability to provide collateral, 
illiteracy,, lack of knowledge, credit conditions and high credit risk. In addition of 
thesee conditions, poor women are confronted with other types of discrimination such 
ass their socio-economic and financial conditions and the gender bias of financial 
institutions. . 

a)) Socio-economic factors for financial exclusion 
Socio-economicc factors such as education, income, and social status are 

importantt in predicting financial exclusion. An individual's financial circumstances 
aree crucial in determining their access to financial services. Low-income individuals 
aree considered to be higher risk by credit institutions. In Cameroon, women are 
amongg the more likely people to be excluded from access to financial services. Just as 
thee level of income, the low level of literacy also affects an individual ability to access 
financiall  services. The literature shows that women are unable to understand 
complicatedd credit procedures and this further exacerbates their financial exclusion. 

Womenn constitute the majority of the poor and fall within the category of 
customerss financial institutions often considered to be high risk and unbankable, that 
is,, not profitable. Lending institutions consider the conditions under which the loan is 
too be used. They assess if the loan is meant for working capital or for long-term 
financingg of fixed equipment. Women's activities are small and require small working 
capitall  which commercial banks are not keen to finance. The market condition under 
whichh women's enterprises operate is also an important consideration. In processing 
loann applications, a financial institution also assesses how the entrepreneur compares 
too the competition in the market, how the activity is likely to grow and be profitable. 
Thee market sector in which women are represented is characterised by overcrowding, 
higherr risk of failure and low returns which partly explain their discrimination by 
formall  financial institutions. 

b)) Gender bias of financial institutions 
Genderr is a factor that also influences the likelihood of financial exclusion. 

Justt as government policies and legal barriers increase women's chances of being 
excludedd from access to formal credit, financial policies and practices are important 
determinantt of women's lack of participation in the financial sector. This quote from 
thee World Bank report (1995) gives a good summary of certain factors that increase 
women'ss chances of exclusion from access to credit: 

Womenn farmers are presently overworked and restricted to low-productivity 
technologies.. As a result of present intra-household economic relationships, men 
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disposee of more leisure time to obtain information on technological innovations or 
creditt availability. They have easier access to loan collateral because they own land, 
cashh crop plantations, and have higher cash incomes. By contrast, women are less 
informedd and do not have significant possessions or connections to offer as collateral 
(Worldd Bank 1995:91) 

Thee preferred forms of collateral required by formal financial institutions in 
Cameroonn include physical assets such as buildings and land titles. Access to 
financiall  sendees is generally more difficult for women because of gender-related 
financiall  hardships. The large majority of women are unable to find well paying 
employmentt or get involved in highly profitable ventures that could provide them 
withh good earning and enhance their ability to participate in financial services. An 
individuall  requiring a loan from a particular financial institution must begin by 
bankingg with that institution. A bank account is the first requirement for participation 
inn commercial banks. In addition, all banks require a minimum of FCFA 50.000 (Euro 
75)) to open an account, an amount well over the reach of most low-income earning 
women.. Furthermore, clients must have a regular source of income that should be 
bankedd with them. Banks often find it difficult to give credit to small and micro 
enterprisess because they lack track records. Without a credit history to show 
reliability,, it is difficult for women to get access to credit. 

Differentiall  handling of loans applications for men and women also reinforces 
women'ss financial exclusion. There are gender biases in the manner in which loans 
applicationss are handled in commercial banks. Even when women do have the 
necessaryy collateral to secure their loans, they are required to get the consent of their 
husbandss because the law puts the management of marital properties in their hands. 
Althoughh there are no laws preventing women from owning or inheriting land, 
variouss cultural and customary practices prevent women from having equal rights to 
landd as men (World Bank, 1995:99). Ngassam and Roubaud (1994) argue that women 
undertakee 75 percent of all agricultural work in Cameroon but are virtually absent 
fromm the land register in Cameroon. A study of the World Bank also confirms this fact 
(Worldd Bank, 1995:27). In general, nothing prevents a woman from buying a piece of 
landland and having the title in her name. In fact, buying is not the only means for women 
too get ownership of land. In some rural areas, women can also get access to and 
ownershipp of land through the same means as men: through inheritance, or through 
allocationn from the community land74. However, when women do have land 
ownershipp and other assets on their name, some legal barriers circumscribe their 
abilityy to exercise control over the right of ownership of such properties. For instance, 
articless 1421 and 1428 of the Civil Code concerning the administration of assets 
formingg part of the marital community property severely circumscribe women's 
abilityy to enjoy ownership rights of their properties. Women need the consent of their 
husbandss to use their own properties as collateral. In contrast, men as heads of the 
households,, have the rights to dispose of the family goods independent of their wives. 
Articlee 1421 of the Civil Code stipulates that the husband may sell, transfer or 
mortgagee community property without the consent of his wife. Article 1428 asserts 

744 In the Bamoun society for instance, anybody needing land can go to the village chief and request 
accesss to a piece of land. An allocated plot from the communal land becomes the property of an 
individuall  once it is developed either by building on it or through farming. A developed piece of land 
cann be registered to a women's name; she can sell it or use it as collateral to secure a loan from a 
commerciall  bank. 
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Thee husband shall administer all the personal property of his wife. He may 
independentlyy exercise any right of action to recover movable property or to protect 
orr recover possession vested in the wife. He shall be responsible for any physical 
depreciationn of his wife's personal property due to failure to take protective action 
(Unitedd Nations CEWA, 2000:22). 

Althoughh the marriage Act legally allows women to claim 50 percent 
ownershipp of all the assets jointly acquired during the course of the marriage, in 
practicee most Cameroonian women wil l not inherit any assets or properties in case of 
divorcee or in case of the death of their husband. These legal barriers inhibit women's 
abilityy to provide collateral and consequently, further contribute to their exclusion 
fromfrom access to formal credit. This reflects not only women's lower status but also 
theirr lack of decision-making power. Consequently, women are denied the freedom of 
independentlyy making a choice to access credit. In the approval process of loan 
applications,, control is taken away from women by making the approval of the loan 
dependentt on their husbands consent. Loans officers can also intimidate women. 

Culturall  and social norms also affect the perception of women as 
entrepreneurss and their ability to access financial services (both savings and credit). 
Women'ss triple roles, inimical social norms and traditions inhibit women's 
entrepreneurship.. As a result of the sexual division of labour in the household, most 
Cameroonianss see women's primary roles as mothers and managers of the household. 
Ass such, most women are responsible for the cost of running the household, which 
includess the provision of the family's food and health care and paying for other basic 
necessities.. Thus, for most women, selling the surplus food or running a small 
businesss is neither a matter of choice nor a matter of making profits or personal 
fulfilment.. Participation in the market is simply a means to help them fulfi l their own 
roless and responsibilities within their households. In most Cameroonian communities, 
menn are traditionally responsible for providing the familial home, paying the school 
feess for the children and large hospital bills while women incur the small but regularly 
mountingg costs of replacing pens and exercise books during the rest of the school year 
too their children. Similarly, while men often bear the cost of expensive medical health 
care,, it is women's responsibility to pay for the minor but ever so frequent visits (for 
example,, malaria, headache etc) to the health care centre. In order to fulfi l their roles 
andd responsibilities of mothers and managers of the household, most rural women are 
involvedd in market production even when it is on a part-time basis. 

Uponn marriage, women are often given a portion of land on which to grow 
foodd for their family's subsistence. Rural women often sell the surplus of their 
subsistencee food for money, which is then used to purchase other household 
necessitiess they do not produce, such as salt, sugar, soap and oil. Very often, selling 
thee surplus of their subsistence food is not enough to cater for all the other day-to-day 
financiall  needs. As a result, most rural women cultivate vegetables and other fresh 
producess to sell on the local market. Those small trading activities provide women 
withh small, but regular incomes that enable them to feed their families and help to 
keepp them above abject poverty. Cameroonian women do have access to land in order 
too growth their family's subsistence food (World Bank 1995; Goheen, 1996). 
However,, while women may have access to land, they do not control it. This is 
importantt considering that access and control of land is critical to an individual's 
abilityy to access formal credit. 

Thesee vegetables are often cultivated on the same plots of land where the subsistence food is grown. 
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Itt is important to remember that while all Cameroonian women are identified 
byy their reproductive roles, not all women in the country are involved in economic 
activities.. In the Northern parts of Cameroon (Adamaoua, North and Far North 
provinces),, the population is predominantly of Arab descent with Islam as the main 
religion.. The roles and responsibilities of women in those provinces are different from 
thee rest of the country. In those communities, it is men's responsibilities to provide 
andd take care of women. One of the consequences of the long economic crisis is that 
womenn of these three provinces have been slowly engaging in productive activities to 
supplementt their household incomes. 

Althoughh Cameroon recognises the important contributions of women to their 
families'' wellbeing, their activities are denied higher status. Most rural women lack 
thee education necessary to allow them the opportunity to seek jobs in the formal 
sector.. As a result, involvement in the informal sector tends to be their only 
opportunityy to get an independent income. Participation in the informal sector does 
nott necessarily open up access to formal finance institutions. The characteristics of 
thiss sector have contributed to women's financial exclusion. As already mentioned, 
womenn activities tend to be seasonal; they lack protection and often involve low 
returns.. The nature of women's activities is not conducive to their perception and 
equationn with entrepreneurship. Low-income women in both urban and rural areas 
tendd to be heavily concentrated in petty trade that can be characterized as seasonal. 
Thee low skill needed for those activities, the smallness of the starting and working 
capitall  make the barriers of entry so low that the level of profit is very small and the 
raterate of failure very high. In rural area, any woman can farm vegetable or engage in the 
selll  of fresh fruit such as mango, prune, oranges, spices, dried fish, tomatoes, various 
tubers,, vegetables, cooked foods, brewed beer etc. These products are by nature 
highlyy perishable and yield very low returns. Very often, women do not even need a 
separatee plot of land to cultivate the vegetable and spices they intend to sell, but grow 
themm alongside the main staple food. This explains the low barriers of entry 
characteristicc of such activities. What a poor rural women need is labour power and 
accesss to seed which they can often obtain for free from family members or friends to 
engagee in such income-generating activity. The result of the low barriers of entry is 
thee frequent glut in the market, as most women tend to sell the same products. 
Consequently,, profits are low constraining women's financial power to build up 
savings,, buy land or other assets that could be used as collateral to secure formal 
loans. . 

Finally,, obtaining credit from formal financial institutions can be a difficult 
processs for most poor, often illiterate women. Gender bias is also evident in the 
designn of loan application forms. Commercial banks tend to ignore the possible 
differencess between the sexes in terms of literacy levels. Access to formal credit often 
involvess complicated application procedures with information required on the nature 
off  the business, the market, the competitors, detailed business plan and repayment 
plan.. Such information represents further hindrance for illiterate women. 

Ass we can see, there are many gender related factors which constraint women 
accesss credit: the nature and characteristics of their economic activities; their 
illiteracy;; the gender division of labour in the market and in the household; the gender 
prejudicess of the financial policies and practices as well as the social and cultural 
norms.. The limited access to money and credit render most women dependent on their 
husbandss and contributes to their low status in society. But women have resisted their 
exclusionn from access to formal credit. Women have developed alternative sources of 
creditt which have helped them to by-pass the discrimination of formal financial 
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institutions.. They have joined various financial associations such as the rotating 
savingss and credit associations, known in Cameroon as 'tontines' or 'njangis'. These 
informall  sources of credit have been widely researched and should be viewed as a 
resistancee strategy used by women to improve their status and increase their power. 

6.36.3 Forms  of  Resistance  to  credit  system 
Beforee examining women's resistance to the disciplinary power of 

microfinancee this section begins by looking at the various alternative sources of 
credit,, and their impacts particularly on the prospect of women's empowerment. 
Theree is another more relevant reason for beginning with an examination of the 
contributionss of informal credit to women's empowerment. Microfinance is presented 
inn the literature as a powerful tool for fighting poverty and empowering women. The 
implicationn is that adopting microfinance will lead to similar positive results as in 
Bangladesh.. However, this chapter suggests that further studies are required to 
documentt the contributions of microfinance to women's empowerment in societies 
wheree women have been less disempowered than their Bangladeshi counterparts 
beforee their entry to the scheme. This is particularly important because in some 
countriess such as Cameroon, self-help groups like ROSCAs have historically played a 
keyy role in providing poor women with credit, helping them to enjoy some of the 
empowermentt indicators accredited to flow from access to microfinance. For instance, 
inn "Money-go-round" edited by Ardner and Burman (1995), many authors document 
women'ss experiences of empowerment as a result of their participation in ROSCAs. 
Suchh empowerment experiences range from accumulating capital and assets, 
increasingg their income, increased self-esteem to enhanced bargaining power in the 
householdd (Niger-Thomas in the case of Cameroon). Nici Nelson also documents the 
experiencess of a women's group in Nairobi who were able to acquire capital, 
organisationall  skills and confidence, acquire land, access credit from banks, negotiate 
withh authority and invest in properties (Nici Nelson in a case study in Nairobi -
Kenya)) . 

Whilee microfinance might be extensively used in some countries like 
Bangladesh,Bangladesh, reaching millions of women and leading to some changes in gender 
relationss in such strong patriarchal settings, its implementation in other countries such 
ass Cameroon is still limited. Yet this does not mean that microfinance should be seen 
ass a tool that wil l empower Cameroonian women. In Cameroon as in other sub-
Saharann African countries, women have been using alternative sources of credit to 

766 In Comparison to women in Bangladesh, Cameroonian women in general fare better in terms of 
status.. In general, Cameroonian women have always been able to enjoy some of the factors Hashemi et 
all  have taken as indicators of empowerment. Most of them have always enjoyed more autonomy, 
freedomm of movement, ability to make small and large purchases etc. As already mentioned, the large 
majorityy of Cameroonian women have always been important economic contributors in their 
householdss and in the economy. They have always participated in politics and in community life. 
Involvementss in income generating activities, in agricultural production and in various self-help 
associationss such as tontines have always provided them with some degree of mobility. Through their 
incomee generating activities, they have always been mobile by participating in the market where they 
personallyy sold their produces to earn independent incomes. As managers of the households, they have 
alwayss been able to have a certain degree of autonomy in using their earnings to buy basic household 
necessitiess such as kerosene, soap or other utensils. In so doing, they have been able to participate in 
somee basic decision-making processes in the home. It is in this sense that Cameroonian women can be 
arguedd to be less disempowered compared to their Bangladeshi counterparts before they access 
microcredit. . 
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empowerr themselves - that is to achieve the same results as those that have been 
imputedd to microcredit in Bangladesh. The fact that most studies and development in 
thee field of microfmance have taken place in Bangladesh where women have 
traditionallyy wielded less power and where microcredit seems to be a liberating force 
hass provided great hope for gender advocates, development practitioners and, to a 
certainn extent, governments that using microcredit may stimulate similar changes in 
otherr societies. However, if rotating savings and credit associations are already 
achievingg the same results, what then, wil l be the contributions of microfmance in 
suchh parts of the world where women have been less disempowered in the first place? 
Forr lack of adequate data, this question cannot be completely answered here, and 
needss further research. 

Thiss sub-section begins with an examination of the impact of the informal 
financiall  system to women's empowerment and the ways in which women resist the 
disciplinaryy power of micro finance will follow. 

6.3.11 Form s of women' s resistanc e to thei r financia l exclusio n 
Ass already suggested women's participation in the informal financial system77 

shouldd be seen as an act of resistance to their exclusion from access to formal credit. 
Sourcess of informal finance include: relatives, friends, savings collectors, 
moneylenders,, traders and various rotating savings and credit associations (ROSCAs). 
Thee section makes an attempt to compare the empowerment impact of informal 
financiall  sources of credit (in particular the tontines and the njangi), which are 
popularlyy used in Cameroon with those of microfmance institutions. A comparison is 
usefull  for two reasons: first, for understanding the working of informal sources of 
financee as they create opportunities for those excluded from access to formal credit to 
gainn power; and second, for helping to identify opportunities that further advance 
women'ss empowerment. Similar to microfmance, informal sources of finance can be 
bothh an instrument to and an effect to power but also a point of resistance, a starting 
pointt for an opposing strategy (Foucault, 1978:101). These two sources of finance 
wil ll  be compared in terms of their outreach, sustainability and impact (in terms of 
empowermentt at the individual, household, enterprise and community levels). Savings 
collectors,, moneylenders and traders are not examined here mainly because of their 
limitedd ability to expand their outreach, to be sustainable sources of credit, and their 
limitedd impact. 

a)) Credit from relatives 
Itt is widely accepted in Cameroon that the first source of investment funds for 

mostt women is not the rotating savings and credit associations or other forms of 
financiall  self-help associations, but loans from family members and friends. In 
Cameroon,, it is customary for husbands in low-income households to provide their 
wivess with small sums of money as start-up capital to engage in a small business. In 
general,, most Cameroonian men recognize the need for women to have an 
independentt source of income. Men also recognise that for their wives to be able to 
playy their roles as mothers and wives, that is, to fulfi l their social responsibilities of 
feedingg their family women need a regular income. A wife's income enables her 

Rotatingg savings and credit associations are prevalent in the whole country. Most Cameroonians 
irrespectivee of class, ethnicity, gender, profession participate in at least one informal financial system. 
InIn fact their pervasiveness has provided alternative, and more importantly, reliable sources of credit to 
mostt individuals. 
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husbandd to reduce the size of his own contribution to the household maintenance. As 
aa result, most men are then willin g to support their wives' productive activities by 
providingproviding them with seed capital. The example of Mrs Tazengou, a member of 
VEPDEFF whose husband provided her with the initial small sum of money to start a 
businesss is a case in point. In addition to husbands, other family members often 
constitutee important sources of credit. Parents, siblings and other members of the 
extendedd family are regularly called upon to provide regular loans. Credit from 
relativess has many advantages. It often comes free of interest rates, but more 
importantly,, it tends to offer greater flexibilit y in terms of repayment arrangements. 

Outreach h 
Inn terms of outreach, loans from informal sources seldom enable an 

enterprise'ss expansion. One of the reasons is that it involves one-to-one transactions. 
Furthermore,, these loans tend to be small and difficult to obtain which explains their 
limitedd outreach. In addition, the fact that no interest rate is charged hinders its 
potentiall  for expansion and sustainability. 

Sustainability y 
Itss potential sustainability is further hindered by the fact that, most people 

perceivee loans from family members, as a sort of gift or charity, especially because of 
thee difficulty to enforce repayment. It is the least secured of all sources of credit 
becausee of its high default rates. As a result, it is ad hoc in nature and rarely 
constitutess a regular source of credit. 

Empowermentt impact 
Inn principle, credit from relatives should not be considered as resistance 

strategyy because of its non-commercial character. However, it has been included here 
becausee its empowerment impacts tend to be similar to those claimed to result from 
accesss to microfinance. When credit from relatives has been invested in productive 
activitiess it leads to: increased mobility, greater confidence and self-esteem, increased 
contributionn to the household economies and increased participation in the household 
decision-makingg processes. However, it is neither sustainable nor has it a mechanism 
too enable its outreach to go beyond the few relatives who get occasional access to it. 

Creditt from relatives or friends contain no mechanisms of discipline such as 
creditworthiness,, interest rates, collateral security or savings which train the borrower 
too repay. Consequently such sources of credit often lead to high risk for the lenders 
whoo seldom provide repeat loans to sustain the businesses. Their perception as part of 
thee responsibility of the wealthier relatives and friends to help the less well to do 
financially,, reduces the necessary incentive to repay the loans. Furthermore, the 
absencee of a system of reward and penalty to train the borrowers to invest in 
productivee ventures that would generate extra income to help repay the loans hinders 
thee ability of the initial gains (increased income, self-esteem) to be sustainable in the 
longg run. 

b)) Credit from Rotating Savings and Credit Associations (ROSCAs) 
ROSCAss are pervasive in Cameroon society. They are locally known as 

'tontines'' and 'njangi'. They are formed on the basis of family, gender, 
neighbourhoodd professionals, other relationship or interests. It is very common to find 
individualss belonging to many ROSCAs. In general two types of ROSCAs can be 
identifiedd in Cameroon: the first type operates solely as rotating savings associations 
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andd the second type operates as rotating savings and credit associations (ROSCAs). 
Bothh forms represent important sources of credit for the poor and other marginalised 
groupss such as women (Bouman, 1977, Bukam, 1995, WB, 1995, IF AD 1999). 

Inn the rotating savings associations, contributions are fixed, and are agreed 
uponn by all members before the beginning of a round. Members pay a fixed amount of 
moneyy at regular intervals (daily, weekly or monthly). The loan amount is equal to the 
totall  amount of savings contributed by the members during each meeting. The size of 
thee amount varies from group to group. During the meeting, one member receives the 
pooll  and the cycle is terminated when all the members have collected the money. This 
iss the most prevalent type of savings associations. Their main characteristic is the 
absencee or the littl e interest rates used. Most people use the association to accumulate 
theirr savings for special projects such as school fees, wedding, funerals, Christmas or a 
smalll  business activity. 

Inn the rotating savings and credit associations (ROSCAs), the savings amount 
cann be fixed allowing every member to save a similar sum of money or voluntary, 
enablingg for members to save according to their individuals' capability. The savings 
collectedd are offered for lending following a predetermined fixed interest rates or 
subjectt to a bidding (auction) system. In the auction-type, the money goes to the 
highestt bidder who receives the money minus the bid. This bid effectively constitutes 
thee interest rates on the loans. In a study of a Cameroonian ROSCA, Sika and Strasser 
(2001)) describes the bidding system as followed, 

Thee money collected is auctioned and all members on the current round who has not 
yett received a loan may bid for it. The money goes to the highest bidder. The 'profit' 
madee in the main money market is then divided into small amounts which also are 
auctioned.. The money from the secondary market is treated as short-term loans which 
mustt be repaid, together with interest, within a few weeks (Sika and Strasser; 20001) 

Loann repayments are due at the following meetings. At the end of the cycle, 
eachh member receives his or her accumulated savings plus the dividend earned from 
thee interests rates. Fines are levied on members for missing or being late to meetings, 
forr late payment of loans or for default. In both types of ROSCAs, members who 
defaultt run the risk of being expulsed from the association. Each tontine has an 
unwrittenn agreement approved by all members that govern issues such as eligibility 
criteria,, loan maturity, the sanctions for default etc. More sophisticated tontines run 
byy the large entrepreneurs, such as the bamileke wholesale traders have by-laws. Most 
tontiness are permanent organisations. Although the cycle is formally dissolved at the 
endd a predefined period, the organisation continues to operate with the establishment 
off  a new cycle. As a result, some tontines or njangi exist for many years. 

Outreach h 
Tontiness and njangis are formed by groups of people who know each other 

veryy well. There are variations in the size and importance of 'tontines' and 'njangis'. 
Pettyy traders such as market women often participate in small credit and savings 
schemess that operate on a daily or weekly basis. These schemes are often formed to 
operatee as savings and to allocate credit. They are generally characterized by the small 
sizee of the contributions and the interest-free nature of their loans. No physical 
collaterall  is required and loans are not granted to non-members. Loan repayments rely 
onn a combination of group monitoring and peer pressure. Such financial associations 
aree crucial to market women particularly as they offer easy and convenient access to 
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financiall  services. The daily contributions prevent the members from diverting all 
theirr earning to other needs such as consumption. As a result, the activities of the 
tontiness are adjusted to the operations of the business pattern in the market. 

Largerr schemes often operate on a monthly basis and can be quite complex. 
However,, they also share some basic characteristics as the market based tontines. 
Theyy also rely on group monitoring and peer pressure to ensure the high repayment 
rates.. Members' knowledge of one another makes the assessment of creditworthiness 
easyy and cheap. Their outreach is limited to their members. Most tontines or njangis 
havee a limited ability for expanding outreach and achieving sustainability. Some 
tontiness can be very simple, other very sophisticated and offering different types of 
productss including compulsory savings, voluntary savings, emergency loans, business 
orr and personal loans. 

Sustainability y 
Tontiness and 'njangis' are self-help organizations owned and operated by their 

members.. Most tontines and njangis exhibit exceptionally high repayment rates. They 
aree further characterised by simple systems and procedures that enable them to 
maintainn low administration costs. Locally based self-management promotes the 
sustainabilityy of the 'tontine' and 'njangis'. In fact, volunteers often form the 
management.. Most of them do not use paid staff and the ultimate control of the 
organisationn rests with the entire group. Some tontines operate without charging 
interestt rates while others do. In most cases, the interest rates are fixed in advance and 
cann be very low. However, in the bidding system, the interest rates charged is the 
amountt paid to get the loans and therefore, varies with the demand. At times some 
memberss might be willing to pay high interest rates in order to get quicker access to a 
loan. . 

Too ensure sustainability and responsiveness to their clients' needs 'tontines' 
andd 'njangis' use a number of approaches which include peer pressure, loan 
monitoring,, responsive disbursement mechanisms, and savings as cash collateral (in 
thee event of default, savings are used to repay the loans). Those strategies have helped 
too ensure high loan repayments from members. Literature abounds with the positive 
impactss on their clients. However, the fact remains that most tontines or njangis have 
aa limited ability for expanding outreach and achieving sustainability. The large 
majorityy remains small. This is in line with the findings of Amin and Dubois (1999) 
whoo note the small size of these schemes, but conclude, 

Thesee informal financial institutions hardly mobilise large amount of funds for 
productivee activities. This means that the productive units of this segment of the 
populationn will remain small if nothing is done (Amin and Dubois, 1999:29). 

Thee limit on savings is due to the duration of a tontine's cycle, which is 
determinedd by the number the participating members. For instance, most women's 
markett traders form weekly tontines with the group size limited to no more than 7 
individuals.. By their nature, such tontines cannot finance long-term investment. Their 
mainn purpose is to provide their members with working capital so that they can 
continuee to buy their weekly supply. However, most tontines have an institutional life 
off  12 months and do not finance long-term projects. 

Tontiness do not operate on the premise of financial viability. The greater issue 
hinderingg tontines' viability is that they operate on a non-commercial basis. Even 
whenn they charge high interest rates that accumulate yearly to a substantial sum of 
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money,, the tontine is dissolved at the end of each tontine cycle. The money made on 
interestt rates charged during the existence of the tontine' cycle or round is divided 
betweenn the members. The biggest problem is that tontines do not have a mechanism 
too transform the accumulated savings and interest rates in a revolving credit fund 
capablee of providing sustainable sources of on-lending to their members. The example 
off  the "Association des femmes moderne de Baigom" or the women's development 
associationn of Baigom is a case in point. 

Thiss small women association was established in 1997 with the objective to 
helpp its members improve their standard of living by providing them with savings, 
servicess and small loans to finance small income generating activities as well as small 
financiall  help in cases of an emergency. All members are required to make deposits 
intoo an emergency78 fund. The rotating savings side of the association provides 
womenn with the opportunity to save a fixed sum of CFAF 1000 (around Euro 1.5)79 

eachh week and to take the lump sum in turn. They have no predetermined order for 
receivingg the funds which enables members to take the money according to their 
needs.. When it is the turn of any member to take the accumulated savings, one 
successfull  entrepreneur in the group who is considered to be a 'role model' is invited 
too make a speech in order to motivate and encourage the recipient to use the funds in 
profitablee productive activities. The cycle ends when the last member has received the 
lumpp sum of money. Funds from the rotating savings association do not carry any 
interestt rate. But loans-bearing interest rates can be obtained from the association 
savingss funds. This small women association has opened up a saving account in the 
neighbouringg small town of Foumbot. The association also encourages members to 
contributee to a voluntary savings fund. Savings are done weekly and according to 
eachh member capacity. The lending activities of the association are financed from this 
savingss fund. Although some members lend money to solve social problems, most 
loanss are provided to finance productive activities. All loans come with an interest 
ratee of 10 percent per month. This constitutes an interest rate of 120 percent per 
annum.. Members are required to pay the interest on the loans weekly but they do have 
somee flexibilit y with regards to the repayment of the capital loaned, which can be 
donee by instalments or as a lump sum. In general, most loans are repaid within a 
couplee of months as members avoid paying too much money in interest rates. The 
highh interest rates charged on loans act as a disciplinary mechanism, disciplining the 
memberss to invest in profitable activities. Members are aware that they have to invest 
thee loans productively to generate income for the repayments. 

Thee advantage of charging high interest rates on loans is that the group is able 
too accumulate a substantial sum of money at the end of each cycle. For instance, it 
wass reported that in year 2002, the association managed to accumulate almost CFAF 
200.0000 (Euro 3000) in interest rates. This constitutes a large sum of money for a 
segmentt of the population that can be characterised as poorest individuals according 
too Cameroon's own poverty line80. Instead of using the savings and interests as a basis 
off  a revolving loan capital, members had decided during the creation of their 
organisationn that they would buy food and other important household goods such as 
soapp and salt to share between themselves. By brining in extra foods and other 

788 An emergency fund is a sort of assistance fund that contains money contributed by all members. 
Whenn a member has a death, an accident or any occasion requiring help, a fixed amount is deducted 
fromm the fund and given to that member to help in time of crisis. 
799 The size of the contribution reflects the level of poverty of the large majority of the members. But a 
couplee of women are able to contribute more than one lot. 
800 The national poverty line was set to FCFA 138,000. 
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householdss necessities, they were able to reduce the resistance from their husbands. 
Thee association was formally dissolved in October. During the interviews with the 
group,, women explained that the month of October is an extremely important month 
forr them and their households because it is the period when the children's school fees 
aree due. Most of the money they have saved during the year is used to pay for their 
children'ss education. In addition, each member gets to bring home some households 
necessities.. The money from the accumulated interest rates is used to buy bags of rice 
andd salt, cartons of soap and other basic necessities that are redistributed between the 
members.. In order to encourage participation in the association, every member 
receivess something irrespective of the amount saved during the year. Thus, women 
aree able to bring home, not only the savings they have been able to put aside 
throughoutt the year, but equally important, stock some soap and food. The women 
pointedd out that their husbands appreciate their contributions. Women and their 
familiess price the food bought with the accumulated interest. During interviews, it 
wass put to them that they could use the accumulated interest and also part of their 
savingss to build a revolving fund, which could be used to provide a more sustainable 
sourcee of lending to their members. Having heard the benefits of such revolving 
funds,, the members of the association have decided to adopt this method the 
followingg year. They pointed out that it was too late to change the approach in the 
yearr 2004, just two months before the end of the current cycle. Besides, most 
memberss added that their husbands were counting on them to pay their children's 
schooll  fees, buy some of the books and help to reduce their vulnerabilities. This 
examplee shows that poor women can save and generate enough money to provide for 
aa small revolving loan funds. However, most women tontines lack the visions and the 
skillss to graduate to a microfinance institution. This highlights the need for technical 
assistancee to help enhance their management skills and operational practices in order 
too enable them to make this transition. Such a transition could allow them to 
transformm the accumulated interest rates paid on the various loans as a basis for a 
permanentt revolving loan funds. 

Impact t 
Thee result is the empowerment of the members to take control over their own 

livess and get access to financial services and the benefits involved which have 
previouslyy remained the privileges of the elite. Tontines and njangis often result in the 
economicc empowerment of the members. They provide for the financial needs of 
mostt of the population, especially the low-income poor and women, and they 
contributee towards the empowerment of their members and their respective 
communities.communities. Participation in the tontines enables women to increase their income 
andd their contributions to the household economies. But some women use the profits 
too accumulate assets (buy lands or build houses). Women are able to pay for school 
feess and health care and expand their business (Bukam, 1995). As a result of their 
participationn in market production, women's mobility increases, so does their 
confidence,, self-esteem and bargaining power within the household. Some women use 
thee loans to engage in long-distance trade by buying cheap products (mainly 
foodstuffs)) at the source - in villages - to resell at high profits in large towns such as 
Yaoundéé and Douala. 

6.3.22 Compariso n betwee n tontine s and microfinanc e institution s 
Inn the literature dealing with the poor access to financial services, most 

researcherss investigate either the microfinance programmes or the ROSCAs 
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separately.. No attempt is made to compare the two sources of finance. This sub-
sectionn tries to give some tentative comparison between the microfmance programmes 
andd the ROSCAs (i.e., the tontines or njangis). The comparison between these two 
sourcess of finance is based on factors such as sustainability, outreach (both depth of 
outreachh - how severe poverty is among members and width of outreach, measured as 
thee number of people reached by the programme) and finally impact (economic, 
political,, social and empowerment) each is having on the members. 

a)) Outreach 
Bothh tontines and microfmance institutions share one main feature: they are 

bothh membership organizations. Group formation in both sources of finance follows 
thee same basic principle: members self-select each other based on their ability to pay 
andd trust in each other. In terms of width of outreach, the tontines tend to be relatively 
smallerr than microfmance institutions. The ROSCA's membership varies between 7 
individualss as is the case with small women market traders association to a couple 
dozenn individuals while a microfmance institution can reach to tens of thousands as 
illustratedd by the membership of the MC2 network. In some countries like Bangladesh 
andd Indonesia, some microfmance institutions are able to reach millions of customers 
(i.e.. Grameen Bank, BRAC or BRI-Unit Desa). While ROSCAs might serve only a 
limitedd number of members, microfmance institutions have the potential to expand to 
greaterr scale and to achieve financial viability. Despite their prevalence and their 
sophistication,, there are no known Cameroonian tontines or njangis that has village let 
alonee national coverage. However, microfmance institutions can become sustainable 
iff  they have large coverage. The emphasis placed on rapid growth by micro finance is 
alsoo important in ensuring sustainability. 

Itt is difficult to measure the depth of outreach of both tontines and 
microo finance institutions. However, the small size of the loans as well as the tendency 
off  most customers of microfmance institutions as well as those of tontines to be 
involvedd in low-paid traditional female activities can be taken as an indication of the 
levell  of poverty of these customers. Whereas MFIs clients can borrow 
simultaneously,, the ROSCAs' members have to wait their turn and lending activities 
doo not stop with the scheme cycle which often do not last more than a year. In 
Cameroon,, the evidence suggests that most ROSCAs ' members are poorer than 
microfmancee clients'. In terms of size of the loans, the MFIs have the ability to 
providee larger loans than most ROSCAs. While many authors (Rowlands 1995; 
Niger-Thomass 1995; ) have discussed the ability of some ROSCAs to finance large 
produtivee activities, these are often the exception. The large majority of people are 
involvedd in ROSCAs provide only small loans. 

b)) Sustainability 
Microfmancee differs from tontine primarily in their focus on sustainability. 

Whilee both the microfmance and the tontines use peer pressure to ensure high 
repayment,, some of the principles of financial sustainability are absent in the tontines. 
Inn both, the group is used in place of collateral and as a means to achieving greater 
efficiencyy by helping to decrease the costs of service delivery. The group selects 
eligiblee member, gathers information borrowers, and ensures repayments. 
Microfmancee institutions use additional incentives such as access to larger loans and 
lowerr interest rates with successful repayment.. The use of high interest rates that 
shouldd cover the costs of delivery is crucial to the sustainability of microfmance 
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programmes.. Tontines can be argued to be sustainable institutions to the extent that 
theyy use other measures such as free labour to cover their running costs. 

Oncee microfmance institutions have achieved sustainability, they have the 
potentiall  to access funds other than the contributions of their members. Donors 
requiree as a condition for their financial support that a MFI be either sustainable or be 
onn the road of sustainability. Such links constitutes one of the advantages that allow 
MFIss to expand more quickly than tontines. MFIs such as the MC2, VEPDEF in 
Cameroonn can benefit from their links with donors to expand their operations and/or 
too strengthen their institutional capacity. The lack of linkages to formal financial 
institutionss and their inability to access donor funds coupled to their weak capital base 
constitutess the biggest important constraints for the expansion of tontines. 

c)) Impact 
Thee literature suggests that the ROSCAs and the microfmance programmes 

aree able to improve socio-economic conditions of the borrowers. Members are able to 
experiencee increases in income and assets, improve nutrition and education of their 
children.. The empowerment impacts of both tontines and microfmance institutions 
wil ll  be compared at the levels of the individual, the household, and the community. 

Householdd level 
Inn the literature, studies show both sources of finance have positive impacts on 

thee household income and consumption. They both help to increase schooling for 
childrenn . There are reports in the literature of increased purchase of appliances such 
ass fridges, food processors, gas cookers and kitchen utensils - which improve the 
qualityy of life and enhance microenterprise income. 

Communityy level 
Bothh sources of finance are agued to have positive impact in the community. 

Theyy are able to expand self-employment in the community and as a result, help to 
reducee the poverty level of their members. However, MFIs have the higher potential 
too provide more than self-employment to their members. Through their ability to 
reachh more people and the larger loans, MFIs can provide additional employment in 
thee local community. 

Enterprisee level 
Literaturee suggests both have positive impacts on microenterprises. In general, 

thee borrowers report increases in revenues and fixed assets. Although both have 
impactss at the enterprise level, the ROSCAs tend to provide smaller amounts of funds 
thatt are often inadequate to finance the needs of expanding the microenterprises and 
feedingg their families. Despite those benefits, members of tontines and microfmance 
institutionss face operational constraints. Most often, the loans are too small to allow 
womenn the ability to scale up their economic activities. As already pointed out, there 
existt in Cameroon ROSCAs able to pool large savings required for providing larger 
productivee loans. It should be remembered that MFIs focus on financing productive 
activitiess and that ROSCAs provide both personal and investment loans. 

Empowerment t 
Bothh the microfmance institutions and the rotating savings and credit 

associationss are reported to enhance women' mobility, self-esteem and confidence. 
Theyy both help women to enjoy more respect in their family and community as their 
contributionss increase. Female borrowers tend to exercise more control over 
householdss and enterprise resources. Just as microfmance, ROSCAs such as tontines 
andd njangis have disciplinary method for training the borrowers. Both make use of 
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groupp formation as the first means of selecting members with the ability to pay. 
Membershipp to the tontines is based on the ability to contribute, the ability and 
willingnesss to repay, and the track record. Tontines are also governed by rules and 
otherr regulations. Credit schemes using bidding systems tend to involve other 
disciplinaryy practices such as interest rates that also help to ensure loans will be 
investedd in productive activities so that repayments can be made from the resulting 
increasee in the borrowers' income. In ROSCAs using the bidding system, interest 
ratess can be very high if the demand is high. The rules involved, the repayments 
schedules,, as well as the group pressure train the borrowers in the principle of good 
financiall  discipline. The threat of exclusion from the scheme is one of the techniques 
off  punishment. The interest rates, like the repayment schedules, are not meant to be 
repressive,, but corrective, hi a society with few avenues for credit, penalty for default 
helpss to enforce repayment. While the tontines might have some the disciplinary 
practicess that help to increase positive impacts on the borrowers, their impacts are 
oftenn limited compared to that of micro finance institutions. 

Anotherr reason for comparison is the issue of the extent to which the 
empowermentt benefits can be sustainable. It is important to ask how sustainable the 
changess experienced by the borrowers are? Which one of the two sources of credit has 
thee comparative advantage in helping to achieve the objective of gender equality? If 
ROSCAss have been in existence in Africa for a long time and have helped women 
earnn money, some independence and autonomy from their husbands, how can this be 
squaredd with the body of evidence in the literature depicting the subordination of 
Africann women? What kind of empowerment can microfinance bring to African 
womenn who have already been using credit from the ROSCAs to experience some of 
thee same impact of microfinance? The question is, will microfinance provide 
Camerooniann women more prospects to achieve gender equality than ROSCAs have 
enabledd them in the past? This is one of the reasons why more research is needed to 
comparee both sources of finance in order to know how best to help poor women 
eradicatee gender equalities. 

Iff  women have resisted their financial exclusion by creating alternative access 
too credit, how are they reacting to the disciplinary power of microfinance? The 
previouss chapters suggested that microfinance acts as a disciplinary power, subtly 
turningg women into efficient market actors. Taking into account the fact that 
Camerooniann women have important household responsibilities that require them to 
earnn increasing amounts of money, the question is how do women react to the 
disciplinaryy practices of microfinance. The next section discusses the resistance to the 
disciplinaryy power of microfinance. 

6.3.33 Resistin g the disciplinar y powe r of microfinanc e 
Itt has been argued in chapter 5 that microfinance is a tool that instills 

disciplinee on the poor and women borrowers, turning them into efficient economic 
actors.. By subtly forcing the borrowers to operate within the credit guidelines (best 
practicess imposed by donors) microfinance acts as a power that trains its customers to 
becomee economic actors. The portrayal of microfinance as a disciplinary practice 
shouldd not imply that it is not resisted. In fact, in Foucault conception, power can 
neverr be complete, that is no complete subjugation or domination or a state where 
individualss have littl e if any opportunity to change their situation. For Foucault, 
powerr is exercised between free subjects or subjects of power. The implication is that 
thosee on whom power is exercised have the capacity to resist; they have the freedom 
too act otherwise. In Discipline and Punish for instance, Foucault argues that the 
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prison'ss major goal was to reduce crime by punishing the criminal. He further adds 
thatt prisons were also meant to lead to the reduction of crime in society by deterring 
otherss from committing crime. But according to him, prison failed to achieve this 
objective.. In fact, he notes that "detention causes recidivism as those leaving prison 
havee more chance than before of going back to it" (Foucault: 1977:265). Foucault 
concludes, , 

Thee prison cannot fail to produce delinquents. It does so by the very type of existence 
thatt it imposes on the inmates. ... the prison also produces delinquents by imposing 
violentt constraints on the inmates, it is supposed to apply the law and to teach respect 
forr its, but all its functioning operates in the form of an abuse of power (Foucault, 
1977:266). . 

Thuss disciplinary practices may produce their own resistance. The most 
obviouss resistance to the disciplinary power of microfmance is linked to the 
fungibilityy nature of credit itself. It can be difficult to trace accurately whether credit 
hass been used for the purpose it was obtained for. But rather than look at the issue of 
fungibility,, this sub-section focuses on the discussion of resistance to the disciplinary 
powerpower of microfmance, what forms such resistance take and their implications for the 
empowermentt of women. 

a)) Resisting the disciplinary power of high interest rates 
Micocreditt has been supported on the grounds that it is a tool for enterprise 

development.. Traditionally, the focus on enterprise development assumes that profits 
wil ll  be used to expand the business. As the businesses grow, members will be able to 
increasee their income. Increased profits also means greater ability by borrowers to 
savee with the institution, thereby enhancing the MFI's ability to expand their capital 
base.. However, almost all studies tend to show that rather than reinvesting their entire 
profitss in their businesses, growing or moving to more profitable ventures, even to 
smalll  and medium-scale enterprises, women tend to invest their earnings and profits 
mostlyy to enhance their family's welfare. During interviews, women reported to 
returnn most of their profits to their family in the form of improved nutrition, enhanced 
livingg conditions and better education and health for their children and increased 
assets.. While these conditions help alleviate the poverty of the borrowers status in the 
homess and the communities, are they enough to eradicate gender inequalities? The 
evidenceevidence from women microentrepreneurs shows the type of assets they built might 
nott necessarily be used as collateral to secure loans from other sources of credit such 
ass the formal and semi-formal financial institutions. As a result, the type of assets 
womenn accumulate may not necessarily enhance their 'power to' access to loans from 
formall  financial institutions. 

Resultss of a survey conducted during this research among women members of 
SOSS Women showed 50 percent of women accumulated assets such as kitchen 
utensils,, fridges and food processors. While such assets contributed to capital 
accumulationn as well as help to enhance business, few women used the surplus 
generatedd from their activities on technological improvement. Reinvestment in fixed 
capitall  and improved technology are important factors for maintaining and sustaining 
businesses.. Women's limited investment in fixed assets and technological 
improvementt for their businesses reflects the fact that their motive for starting a 
businesss generally stems from the economic pressures to contribute to the family 
income.. When asked why they did not invest in business expansion in order to secure 
themselvess more financial protection rather than pouring most of the profits into 
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increasingg the household expenditure, women's answer was simple, but telling. They 
alll  reported that they would have preferred to expand their businesses. However, they 
weree forced by the circumstances to do otherwise. As one woman summed it, 

"II  have no real choice when faced with the prospect of choosing between a crying 
childd who may go to bed with an empty stomach and expanding my business. In fact, 
thee choice is simple. When my husband refuses to contribute money for the 
householdd food for example and select to go out drinking with his mates, I remain 
homee with the children and when they are crying because they are hungry, I cannot 
lett them cry themselves to sleep because their father has refused to buy them food. I 
reallyy have no choice but to give my children something to eat. To be honest, such 
decisionn has nothing to do with being a mother or caring more for the children than a 
man.. In fact, when I am not there my husband do not leave the children hungry. A 
mann left alone with crying children will do the same. The point is that my husband 
hass the advantage of not being at home and therefore, is spared the children' tears. By 
thee time he comes back from drinking too late during the night, the children are 
alreadyy asleep. He experiences no sense of guilt towards hungry children and 
thereforee is not compelled to do something about it". 

Otherr women voiced similar reasons for investing more money in their 
children'ss health and education. They reported that when their children are sent out of 
schooll  because the fees have not been paid or because they lack books or pencils , 
theyy come straight to them rather than go to their father who have traditionally been 
responsiblee for large household expenditures. This is how one woman explained her 
effortt at resisting, 

"Inn the past, I always sent the children to their father. You know, he is normally 
responsiblee for paying for school fees and other large expenditures. But once I got the 
loanss and started earning more money, my husband began telling the children that he 
hadd no money and that they should come to me. When there are issues requiring 
childrenn asking money, my husband avoids staying too much at home. Now, I spend 
moree time with them, they are miserable because they cannot go to school or lack 
textbooks,, pens or pencil, I have to do something. I have to try and solve their 
problems.. As a result, my children have learned to come to me for all their problems 
ratherr than go to their father. In fact it is because of the increasing financial 
responsibilitiess on me that I had to engage in business to supplement my income" 

Whenn probed further on why they did not resist attempts by their husbands to 
abandonn their responsibilities on them, almost all the women interviewed reported 
thatt they tried but failed. It seemed that once men had decided that their wives had to 
usee their increased earnings on the household expenditure, they avoided possible 
confrontationn with the children by coming home late at night (when both the children 
andd the wife were asleep and thereby less likely to cause problems). Many women 
borrowerss who had been operating their businesses at the same levels were asked to 
statee the reason why they were unable to expand operations. Their answers were that 
theyy used the largest proportion of their earnings to meet the household needs, 
especiallyy children schooling and food. They claimed that they would like to expand 
theirr businesses in order to earn more money and ease some of their household task or 
quitt subsistence farming if they could spare more money. As far as they are 

811 This respondent is a high civil servant who after her normal day work spent more time supervising 
herr business activities. 
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concerned,, they are just as profit oriented as men, but only circumstances force them 
too behave differently. Women also reported that the interest rates charged on loans in 
microfmance,, force them to remain in ROSCAs. This supports the findings of a study 
byy the Ministry of Women Affairs (2002) that women found the interest rates a 
limitingg factor and prefer to place their money in tontines which they considered to be 
moree profitable82. 

Thiss is consistent with Foucault's argument; by imposing so stringent 
constraints,, disciplinary power also creates avenues to resist. Women tend to resist the 
disciplinaryy practices that require them to continue to invest in business expansion in 
orderr to earn more profits which would allow them to increase their savings in order 
too become eligible for future larger loans. With the promise that higher savings would 
qualifyy borrowers for future larger loans, one might have expected women to put most 
off  their income and profits in savings. In practice, almost all interviewees reported 
thatt while they marginally increased their savings in the microfmance programmes to 
benefitt from larger loans, they continued to spend more on their family welfare. 
Womenn continued to save in tontines and njangi in order to satisfy some of their 
needs.. This was also in line with findings from other studies. For instance, members 
off  the Bahari Women's group in Kilif i from the Kenyan Women Financial Trust 
(KWFT)) continued to save in the ROSCAs in order to buy foodstuffs, utensils etc., 
(Worldd Bank, 1995:18). All our interviewees reported that the ROSCAs provided 
themm with interest-free credit and to that lending conditions were more flexible than in 
microfmancee institutions. Interviewees argued having to pay high interest rates 
deprivedd them from the money they could use for expanding their businesses or for 
theirr own use. Women perceived high interest rates as eating away their profits. They 
deploredd the fact that they had to use the small profits made on their activities to pay 
thee interest due on the loans, rather reinvest them. They resisted this situation by 
continuingg participation in the tontines. Splitting their savings between the 
microo finance scheme and the tontines also frustrated women's ability to have 
economicc autonomy. 

Resistingg the disciplinary power of the weekly repayments schedule 
Camerooniann microfmance borrowers have also been able to resist the 

stringentt disciplinary effect of weekly repayment schedules. Rather than comply with 
thee frequent weekly repayment schedules recommended by donors in their 'best 
practices',, borrowers prefer to make their repayments monthly. Most microfmance 
institutionss have realised that their members resist submitting to the stringent weekly 
meetings.. In fact most borrowers reported hardly ever assisting to any such meeting 
duringg which loan repayments have to be made. They claimed to have already very 
limitedd time to spend on themselves and therefore have problems attending frequent 
regularr meetings. Most borrowers reported they visited their scheme's offices mainly 
too make their financial transactions. The result of this resistance is the lower rate of 
loann repayments. Managers of VEPDEF and SOS Women complained about the 
difficultiess in repayments. 

Resistingg the Globalisation of the Grameen Bank model 
Mostt Cameroonian microfmance institutions are small and are limited in their 

operations.. Due to their limited capital base, some have decided to join forces with 

822 Savings receive 5% interest rates just as the local commercial banks (Rapport provisoire: Ministry of 
Women'ss Affaris: 2002:2) 
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variouss donors. For instance, VEPDEF have received funding from the Belgium 
Raiffeisenn Foundation for cost support and contribution to the revolving loan fund. 
Untill  recently, CEC-PROM Mature received substantial funds from the Canadian 
Internationall  Development Agency (CIDA). BEDERSO has been financially 
supportedd by the Grameen Trust. Like most microfmance institutions in their early 
phasee of their development, Cameroonian microfmance schemes need access to 
capitall  other than the contributions of their members to help expand their activities. 
Schemess such as the NCCWEDT are joining the Grameen Trust to expand their 
capitall  base. However, one of the conditions is to follow up training in Bangladesh in 
orderr to learn and understand the philosophy of the Grameen Bank methodology. 
Grameenn Trust provides training and technical assistance to Grameen replications 
worldwide.. It also provides seed capital and scaling-up funds to replication projects 
workingg with the poorest, especially women in low-income countries. Some MFI 
managerss have on more than one occasion been to Bangladesh to follow training on 
thee group-lending methodology. By becoming a member of the Grameen Trust 
Camerooniann microfmance institutions' main hope is to benefit from funding. 
However,, they must also adopt features of the Grameen bank such as group-based 
lending,, weekly meetings, savings and repayments, etc. Because the success of the 
Grameenn bank methodology, it has been primarily attributed to its group-based 
lending,, particularly in the ability of the group to take the responsibility for selecting 
eligiblee borrowers, monitoring and ensuring loan repayment. However, discussions 
withh borrowers and staff members of some MFIs revealed some potential problems 
withh transplanting this methodology in Cameroon. Some interviewees argued that 
potentiall  borrowers are reluctant to commit themselves to the stringent rules of this 
methodology83.. First, borrowers in Cameroon have a high preference for individual 
loanss than group loans. Second, there are difficulties in forming groups due to 
demographicc characteristics of the clients. The Grameen Bank success has been in 
partt attributed to the fact that it operates in rural areas which has not only a high-
densityy population but also where individuals know each other very well. In contrast, 
mostt Cameroonian microfmance institutions operate in urban areas where few people 
knoww each other well enough to develop the level of trust required to guarantee other 
peoplee loans. Members are therefore reluctant to become responsible for repaying the 
debtt of other members if they happen to default. Irrespective of such problems, some 
managerss of MFIs argued they would become Grameen replication in order to get 
accesss to funding. Nontheless, they would carry on going about their businesses as 
usual.. By this, they mean that they will take the funding the Grameen Trust can 
provide,, use it to expand their lending activities, but wil l adapt the features they are 

833 On the additional discipline imposed on Grameen Bank clients, Hashemi (1997) writes that 
"Grameen'ss weekly Centre meeting is more than a mechanism of credit transactions. Women have to 
followw a strict code of discipline; they have to sit in straight row of five, salute, chant slogans and do 
physicall  drills. They have to memorise the 16 decisions and repeat individual decisions when asked to. 
Thesee rituals of participation and the regular contact with Grameen Bank officials and other members 
providee women with an identity outside their family. In fact, for most of these women, this is the first 
timee that they have an identity other than being someone's daughter, wife or mother. Women coming 
too regular meetings also develop a sense of purpose, belonging to a public activity. This gives them a 
sensee of self-respect. Participating in public, handling each cash and keeping cash and keeping 
accountss builds their confidence. Many Grameen women have pointed out that Grameen allowed them 
too see without fear, they could now handle finances; they have earned new respect within their homes 
andd communities. It is this process of 'empowerment' that women go through that provides Grameen 
withh its success, that ensures the continued support of its women, that allows the sustainabihty of 
memberss and therefore in turn the sustainabihty of the programme (1997:115) 
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supposedd to emulate to their current reality. One manager who had attended many 
trainingg sessions in Bangladesh and whose scheme was awaiting funding from the 
Grameenn Trust suggested during the interviewed that they would adopt the group-
basedd lending methodology only in name. Her scheme was to continue lending to 
individualss rather than groups and to be flexible with regards the requirements of 
holdingg weekly centre meetings. While in the Grameen Bank, weekly centre meetings 
aree meant to ensure that savings and loan repayments are done on time, all 
microfmancee institutions visited during this research seldom held such meetings. 
Borrowerss made their repayments and savings collection were individual transactions 
madee during the borrowers' visits to the association's offices. Individuals turned up at 
theirr scheme's offices for their financial transactions when they could. This should be 
seenn as an act of resistance. 

Thiss sub-section shows that just as power, resistance can be multiple. For 
everyy situation that entails an exercise of power (i.e., for every disciplinary 
mechanismm of microfmance), there are possibilities of resistance. Therefore, women 
resistt the disciplinary mechanisms of microfmance just as they have done against their 
exclusionn from access to formal financial services. This is an important point in this 
researchh as it is argued that the effectiveness of women's empowerment must be 
measuredd not solely in terms of individual gains, but in terms of their success at 
eradicatingg gender inequalities. Thus, the extent to which women succeed in 
empoweringg themselves also depends on the level of resistance the hitherto powerful 
actorr in society mount against their attempts to wield more power. 

6A6A Counter-resistance  to  women's  empowerment 
Thee potential of microfmance to empower women is not the question here, but 

ratherr the scope and extent of that empowerment. While efforts have been made in the 
literaturee on microfmance to recognise and highlight the ways women are using credit 
too effect changes in gender relations, there has been littl e recognition of the potential 
resistancee to women's empowerment. In their efforts to demonstrate the positive ways 
inn which women increase (even marginally) their incomes, self-confidence, self-
reliance,, assets and bargaining power within households and communities, most 
researcherss overlook the resilience of the structure. They pay littl e attention to the 
reactionss of other parties involved in power relations. In fact, women's empowerment 
takess place in a context that harbours various sorts of constraints that hinder the 
effectivenesss of their resistance. This is in line with Foucault's assertion that, "where 
theree is power, there is resistance" (Foucault, 1980:95). For him, power and resistance 
aree not ontologically separated as power produces its own resistance. Thus, there are 
noo relations of power without resistance, in fact, power is never complete; it is always 
contested.. This being the case, it should come as no surprise that faced with women's 
displayss of power, some men should respond in unexpected ways, some 
accommodating,, others fighting back. There is increased evidence that the provision 
off  financial services to women is also accompanied with increased violence, 
conservativee backlash and even weakening of social support for women. 

Thus,, women's empowerment has the potential to arouse resistance from the 
hithertoo powerful actors in the household, the community, in the market place and at 
thee national and international levels. Neglecting to analyse the resistance to women's 
increasingg power makes women look more powerful than might be the case. This 
sectionn examines some of the ways men and society responds to women's increasing 
powerr and how these affect women's empowerment process. More specifically, the 
sectionn looks at how men react to women attempts to change gender relations in the 
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household,, then it explores some of the resistance manifested within the community, 
byy the financial institutions, by the government and donors. 

6.4.11 Men's resistanc e to women' s empowermen t 

Traditionally,, gender roles determine individual status within the households, 
theirr access to resources, basic services, and the division of labour and decision-
makingg power. Understanding men's privileges can elicit why some of them will 
resistt women's empowerment. As Christine Obbo notes in her study on African 
womenn that, 

[Womenn too] wanted power wealth and status and that this created tension and 
conflictt between the sexes. Women found that because men depended on them for 
achievingg these goals themselves, they regarded any direct attempt by women to seek 
thee same goals as women becoming uncontrollable. The need to control women has 
alwayss been an important part of male success in most African countries (Obbo, 
1980:5) ) 

Thee counter-resistance from men to women's empowerment takes many forms 
including:: reasserting traditional cultures and values, keeping partial control over 
women'ss businesses, violence against women, victimisation and scapegoating. 

a)) Reasserting traditional gender norms 
Inn Cameroon society, men assume the roles of the head of the household and 

familyy providers, giving then certain rights and responsibilities. Husbands in general 
wieldd power over their wive's productive and reproductive labour (Goheen 1999). 
Thee prevailing customs and social attitudes in the country also confer major decisions 
att the household level to the husbands while women have the flexibilit y to decide on 
relativelyy minor decisions such as the choice of what to buy and cook for the family. 
Majorr decisions such as how to allocate productive resources, which part of land 
shouldd be used for subsistence farming, how the income earned from the sale of cash 
cropss are to be spent and which child wil l further his or her education are generally or 
ultimatelyy made by men. Even in significant issues such as the rights over women's 
reproductivee bodies, men ultimately have the final word. During interviews, some 
womenn reported that increased economic income had enabled them to make crucial 
decisionss relating to their overall health. More importantly, some women were able to 
makee their own decisions regarding their reproductive rights. They explained that in 
thee past, when their husbands controlled the income, they were refused money to buy 
contraceptivess and as a result, had found themselves having additional children they 
didd not want. Increased income has enhanced their ability to make decisions on 
whetherr to have more children or not. When interviewed, many women reported to be 
currentlyy in a position to take some form of birth control (most of the time without 
theirr husbands' knowledge) as they could afford the expenses involved.84 Almost all 
intervieweess reported that their husbands did not support their freedom to determine 
thee size of their families. Women borrowers reported that most their husbands 
perceivedd birth control as a threat to their control of their wives. Men believed that 
lookingg after children kept women busy and helped reduce their likelihood of leaving 

844 Based on interviewed with women, it seemed that once men knew that their wives were secretly 
usingg birth control, they threatened them to take additional wives or to take a girlfriend who could bear 
themm more children. 
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thee marriage. Women also confirmed this and explained that each pregnancy tended 
too reduce their participation in paid work or in market production, as they had to 
devotee more time to care for the infant. They concluded that having too many children 
increasedd their dependency on men. They also argued that they found it difficult to 
leavee the marriage with many children and often remained in the relationship even 
whenn it was not in their interest for the sake of the children. 

Thee official attitude in Cameroon has always been to support women's 
advancement.. The government and men have often declared openly their support for 
women'ss advancement. For instance, it has been customary to hear men proudly state 
thatt they are the ones who provided the initial fund capital to their wives to engage in 
business.. They have no problems with their wives joining associations. In fact, most 
menn argue that any woman should be in a position to contribute to the household 
economies.. This requires women to have some economic earning capability . 

Intervieweess (both men and women) were asked about their views on 
women'ss empowerment. But almost all men interviewed were concerned that 
women'ss economic empowerment should not lead to problems in the family. Women 
shouldd not be empowered to become equal to men. As one male respondent insisted, 

"II  have no problem with women being rich. I consider it to be a good thing for the 
family.. You see I consider my wife's wealth to be our family wealth", (argued Mr. 
Tazengou)86. . 

Byy equating his wife's wealth to the family's wealth has the effect of reducing 
thee level of woman's control over her earnings. In the case of the family Tazengou, all 
thee household expenditures such as the buying of food, paying school fees, medical 
expenses,, clothes etc were covered from the proceeds of Mrs. Tanzengou's business. 
Duringg the interviews, Mr. Tazengou was quick to point out that he was not 
threatenedd by his wife empowerment. As he explained, 

"II  am not threatened by my wife increasing economic empowerment, especially as 
thiss does not result in any fundamental change in our household. Besides, I am 
alwayss involved in all the decision-making processes of my wife's business. We 
alwayss discuss my wife's business ventures: from the decision to take a loan, how to 
investt in, how to run the business itself to how to spend the proceeds. In fact I always 
havehave the last word"(emphasis added). 

Almostt all men who were asked how they felt about women's empowerment 
sharedd Mr. Tazengou's opinion. They stated that they have the 'last word' in their 
homee no matter their wives' economic earning potentials. Most men who were 
interviewedd reported that they appreciated the fact that their wives are able to 
contributee to the household, especially within Cameroon's existing difficult economic 
situation.. However, they did not want to lose control over their wives. As one 
respondentt stated "Most women use their economic empowerment to become 
disrespectfull  to their husbands and to men in general. But, men find this situation 
extremelyy difficult to accept". Having the "last word" in the household and in the 
wife'ss business decision-making processes should be seen as one of the ways 
Camerooniann men resist women's empowerment. Some men resist women's 

855 In today's society, it seems that women with high earning capacities are priced by Cameroonian men. 
EducatedEducated men no longer wish to marry illiterate women. 
866 His wife also tended to share the same opinion. In fact, Mrs Tazengou added "My business is a 
familiall  enterprise. The small benefit from my husband's shop is also injected in the business". 
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empowermentt by refusing to share the household shores. Women reported that their 
burdenn had increased as they struggled to combine both production and reproduction 
tasks.. Some men reported helping to look after the children. But they pointed out that 
theyy still found it difficult to get involve in other domestic activities such as cooking, 
cleaningg or fetching water, which have been the traditional women's shores. It is 
throughh such statements and actions men resist women's attempts to change gender 
relations s 

Althoughh everyone agreed that taking an economic activity added additional 
burdenn on women. Women reported their husbands continued to regard them as 
subordinatee and dependent. Faced with the refusal from their partners, women 
reportedd been able to combine the household responsibilities with the running of their 
microentreprisess with the help of their children or other family members. Very often, 
daughterss were forced to help their mothers balance their economic and reproductive 
activitiess and this affected their education. This is an important aspect to take into 
considerationn when assessing the empowerment impact of micro finance. Women's 
empowermentt should not be at the expense of their daughters who should be able to 
buildd on their mothers' achievements. 

Resistingg the sharing of household workloads has negative effect on women's 
empowerment.. Most men are keen to see their wives use their time and income to 
substitutee for their own former households' contributions at the same time that they 
developp new strategies to maintain traditional gender stereotypes about being a man, 
whichh are associated with power and control. As traditional gender norms prove 
difficul tt to change, there is a tendency by most women to restrict their activities to 
thosee that collide less with their duties of housewives and mothers. The refusal of men 
too help in household activities should be seen as counter-resistance to women's 
empowerment.. They restrict women to traditional female activities which has 
consequencess on their ability to earn higher income and on the nature of their overall 
empowerment. . 

b)) Participation in women's businesses 
Anotherr illustration of men's counter-resistance to women's empowerment 

cann be found in the ability of some men to participate in or to partially control the 
loanss taken by their wives. Some authors such as Naila Kabeer (1997) argue that 
havingg partial control over loans does not mean that women do not benefit from 
accesss to credit, because their status in the family can still be increased as they access 
thee loans. While this can be true in some cases, it is important to remember that in so 
doing,, men hinder or discourage the development of independence from women. 
Havingg a partial control over women' businesses enable men to keep some degree of 
controll  over their wives. 

Somee men are wary of their wives becoming economically self-reliant to the 
pointt of leaving the marriage. This illustrates the importance of being involved in 
women'ss businesses. While some men suggested that they were only helping with the 
accountingg and some of the managerial activities, such involvement prevented the 
developmentt of confidence in women' managerial skills, their ability to plan, invest or 
evenn to take risks.. In addition, such participation also hinders women's ability to 
creditt themselves with the entire success of their businesses. In the case of Mrs. 
Tazengouu mentioned earlier, she agreed with her husband's view that her business 
wass " the family business". When making references to the management of her 
business,, she used expressions such as "we" rather than "I" . Such terms reflected her 
inabilityy to take credit for her achievement and her reduced confidence. As her 
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businesss grew from a small school restaurant stall to a canteen and now to a shop and 
aa taxi, her husband has finally given up his small second-hand clothes stall in the 
markett to take full time care of his wife's business. During the last research visit in 
Februaryy 2004, Mrs. Tazengou had gone back to what she started, that is cooking and 
sellingg to school children while her husband has taken over the management of the 

87 7 

shopp and the taxi . 

c)) Violence against women 
Althoughh an overwhelming number of studies show a strong relationship 

betweenn micro finance and women's empowerment, other studies suggest that some 
womenn have been effectively disempowered by credit. It is generally accepted that in 
situationss of crisis, women take on the additional burden of ensuring their family's 
survival.. But as they take on additional employment in the informal sector and 
becomee important and sometimes the main income earner in their families, new 
powerpower struggles often emerge within the households. For some men, women's 
empowermentt can be threatening. For others, it can be beneficial, particular if women 
aree able to use their increased income to subsidize their husbands' responsibilities for 
undertakingg large expenses. 

Thee change in women's roles and responsibilities challenge the ideology of 
malee dominance, male role of breadwinner and head of household. The increasing 
contributionn of women micro entrepreneurs to the household economy has been 
accompaniedd by a redefinition of their roles. Women's increasing contributions have 
earnedd them the role of provider in the household and this challenges the basis of 
malee status in the household. When women receive credit, they become economic 
actorss (breadwinners) as well as providers in the households. This gives them the 
decision-makingg power in their children's education, heath and nutrition of the 
family.. Women's wielding more power has the potential to affect men's social values, 
theirr self-esteem and identity particularly when it is accompanied by men's low 
incomess and high unemployment. While some men 'treat their wives with more 
respect,, allowing more say in the management of the household financial affairs' 
(Mayouxx 1997), others perceive their wives gain of power as a threat to their own 
diminishingg status in the home and respond with violence. It is in this sense that 
violencee can be seen as an illustration of counter-resistance to a perceived threat to 
men'ss social status, to their position as breadwinners of the family. Schuier et al 
(1998)) in a study of microcredit programmes in Bangladesh find they have a varied 
effectt on men's violence against women. On the one hand, access to credit can reduce 
women'ss vulnerability to men's violence by strengthening their economic roles and 

877 When further probed why she returned to cooking and selling food, Mrs. Tazengou argued that with 
herr husband currently running the shop and monitoring the taxi, she could diversify her income. Since 
cookingg and selling food was a profitable business with the added advantage of conflicting less with 
herr households' shores, it was only natural that she went back to it. It enabled her not only to earn high 
profits,, but also to feed the family from what she cooked. Having fed her family, she reported she 
earnedd between FCFA 3-4000. Now, it will be unfair to assume that there is no resistance to men's 
counter-resistance.. In fact, with her husband taking over a dominant position in the management of her 
activities,, Mrs Tazengou was planning to get a full time employment in the civil service. She claimed 
thatt while entrepreneurship could be very profitable, she wanted to have a secure source of income in 
orderr to benefit from pension. Increased involvement by the husband in the wife business activities was 
alsoo resisted by the microfinance schemes. Further discussion with the management of VEPDEF where 
Mrss Tanzengou is member indicated that the scheme was aware of the increasing involvement of her 
husbandd in the business. In fact, that Mrs. Tazengou has been warned that she could only continue to 
benefitt from access to credit as long as she was personally managing her activities. 
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makingg their lives more public. On the other hand, by putting resources in women's 
hands,, microcredit may indirectly exacerbate violence against women. Shuler et al 
(1998)) argues that 'expanding women's access to economic opportunities and 
resourcess does not always make them less vulnerable to domestic violence' (Shuler et 
al,, 1998:5). In fact, they find that violence tended to increase when women initially 
begunn earning money and challenge gender inequalities. However as women's 
economicc power increased and they were able to increase their contribution to the 
household,, they tended to experience less domestic violence. In addition, their 
researchh report that women who retained all or a portion of their earnings improved 
theirr mobility and their economic decision influence while handing over income to the 
husbandd translated into littl e if any improvement in the welfare of women. 
Furthermore,, they find women's relative earnings to men to be crucial for their 
susceptibilityy to domestic violence. Women with higher relative income were less 
likelyy to be beaten especially if they retained control over their earnings. In 
Cameroon,, there are no reliable statistics on violence against women. However, 
anecdotall  evidence suggests that women who earn high earnings relative to men are 
moree likely to be beaten up because husbands feel threatened.. Women who earnthe 
higherr level of income are also the ones most likely to retain control over their 
earningss and are less likely to be beaten than those who earn less. Other researchers 
havee found that men use violence to assert their control over their wives. It seems 
somee men viewed women's increased confidence and self-esteem as a lack of respect, 
andd turn to aggressive behaviour to assert their power. Pyke (1994) argues that as men 
losee the ability to fulfil l their roles of heads of households and breadwinners, 'They 
respondd with physical aggression, verbal abuse and stringent control over women 
dailyy activities as they cope with their feeling of inadequacy" (Pyke 1994). 

Beingg considered the family provider constitutes an important facet of men's 
identity.. Women becoming providers diminishes men's role and basis of power. 
Kabeerr (1997) in a study of microcredit programmes in India argues that men were 
opposedd to the idea of their wives working since they perceive this as a potent threat 
too their ability to dominate them. Women earning an independent income increased 
theirr economic power and diminish husband relative power over them. Hence, it 
seemedd that as men lose that source of power, some search for other means to create 
powerr and find it in violence. In Cameroon domestic violence is widespread and is 
nott prohibited by law. In fact, as the Association of Women Jurists of Cameroon 
(ACAFEFF - French acronym) notes, there exists in many Cameroonian communities, 
whatt is known as "the theory of the husband's 'disciplinary rights' regarding his wife 
whichh often manifests itself in physical violence" (ACAFEJ 2003)88. Mrs. Nkolo 
Ntolo,, a staff member of ACAFEJ argues financial matters have been among the 
problemss contributing to the recent surges in violence against women. Based on the 
casess ACAFEJ deals with everyday, Mrs Nkolo notes that "men easily resort to 
violencee in order to control their wives earnings even though they were 'the first 
beneficiariess of women's empowerment". Mrs. Nkolo's conclusion that most men 
havee abandoned the responsibilities of providing for their families to their wives, 
confirmss evidence from interviews with women members of micro finance institution. 
Inn addition, some men regularly request their wives to give them part of their money 
forr their own use. Women are nott happy with such arrangements and when they resist, 
theyy become victims of violence. Most women microentrepreneurs interviewed 

888 Some NGOs have emerged to tackle the issue of violence against women. Examples are: ALVE, 
ACAFEJ,, SOS Battered Women 
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claimedd not to have experienced violence personally. But they reported to know of a 
friendd or relative who had. The withdrawal of the husband support as well as violence 
hamperss even reverses women's empowerment process. Violence can crush women's 
self-confidencee and self-esteem, while the withdrawal of the husband's support can 
erodee the economic gains of women microentrepreneurs, ultimately helping to 
maintainn women in a subordinate position. 

d)) Victimisation and scapegoating 
Accesss to credit and participation in economic activities can help women cater 

forr some of their needs without depending on men. The increased responsibilities that 
womenn bear have made them increasingly aware of their own importance. This boosts 
theirr self-esteem and confidence. As women provide for food, healthcare, clothes and 
schooll  fees for their children and pay their rent, they realize they can cope by 
themselves.. Interviewees reported currently having some difficulties accepting certain 
formall  rights and privileges that have been reserved for men. Other women claimed to 
experiencee difficulties remaining in exploitative relationships. During interviews 
manyy argue, "men just don't understand we can't go on like this". 

Menn hold responsible women for children problems and for problems within 
thee households. Women are blamed for devoting more time on their businesses than 
onn taking care of the children. When children's education and behaviour suffer, 
womenn are blamed. As unemployment increases, women are blamed for the lack of 
adequateadequate economic opportunities particularly in the informal sector where they 
dominate.. Men are fearful of competing with women in the informal sector where 
profitss are low and the risk of failure high. Rather than blaming themselves for 
refusingg to take low pay, low status jobs, women are held responsible for having 
enteredd the informal sector in mass as a response to the economic crisis and its 
resultingg high unemployment, and salary cuts. Most men find it difficult to enter the 
informall  sector after loosing their jobs. High school leavers and university graduates 
fearingg failure are reluctant to enter the overcrowded informal sector and create self-
employmentt for themselves. As a result, most experience long periods of 
unemploymentt and have to depend on the earnings of their female partners they still 
desiree to control. In the media as in popular songs, women, especially economically 
empoweredd women are portrayed as the source of many problems in society. They are 
presentedd as having loose morals and lacking respect to men. 

Menn are reluctant to confront their own inability to find adequate jobs. They 
blamee women rather then blaming themselves. When women are attacked, they are 
describedd as having brought on the attack themselves because of the wretched 
behaviourr ascribed to them. They deserve what they get. Men's frustration with the 
lackk of adequate job results in scapegoating. They claim unqualified women have 
takenn their jobs. . They use the threat of violence to keep women afraid. Men's 
counter-resistancee to women's empowerment is not limited within the households. 
Experiencee in other countries show that women can face resistance from the 
communitiess where they live. For instance, Muhammad Yunus (1999) founder and 
managingg director of the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh also speaks about the 
resistancee mounted by the local Islamic leaders, the moneylenders and husbands 
duringg the introduction of microcredit programmes to women. He argue that the 
rationalee for such resistance is the assumption programmes such as microcredit, that 
aree often funded by Western NGOs, aim to infiltrate society with Western ideas and 
harmm local traditional customs. The implication is that women are entitled to seek 
empowerment.. But should remain subordinated to their husband. 
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6.4.22 Financia l sector' s attitud e to women' s empowermen t 

Withinn the financial sector, women are confronted with a subtle form of 
counter-resistance.. Despite the acclaimed visibility of Cameroonian women as 
successfull  microentrepreneurs and good credit risk (creditworthy), they still face the 
resistancee of the financial sector who marginalize gender issues and tend to limit their 
concernss for women's welfare to increasing their access only to microfïnance. The 
counter-resistancee to women's empowerment by the financial sector is illustrated in 
theirr inability to make microfïnance gender sensitive and in the feminisation of 
microcredit. . 

a)) Lack of a gender-sensitive approach to microfïnance in Cameroon 
Despitee women's increasing recognition as creditworthy and as important 

economicc entrepreneurs, they have been less successful to alter the financial 
landscapee in Cameroon. As already mentioned in chapter 4, very few traditional 
financiall  institutions are inclined to provide the poor in general and women in 
particularr with access to financial services. With the poor and women in particular 
havingg demonstrated their creditworthiness, one would have expected commercial 
bankss to be scrambling to expand their operations and cater for the demands for 
financiall  services of this market niche. Similarly, donors and most NGOs involved in 
thee supply of microfïnance are yet to create the conditions favourable for a more 
inclusivee financial sector. There is a lack of a gender-sensitive approach to 
microfïnancee that would ensure that the needs of both men and women are taken into 
accountt when designing and delivering finance services. Very few microfïnance 
institutionss in Cameroon have mainstreamed empowerment issues in their activities. 
Evenn those exclusively targeting women are more concerned with issues of 
sustainabilityy and outreach rather than with gender equality. Littl e attempt is made to 
deall  with women's multiple roles in order to ensure their female clients participate 
effectivelyy in the market, graduate to larger loans offered in the formal banking sector 
orr become self-sufficient and graduate from loans. Women-focused microlending 
schemess seldom organize gender-sensitive training and in so doing, microfïnance is 
reinforcingg traditional practices which subordinate women in society. As long as 
womenn continue to repay their loans, the microfïnance institutions are less concerned 
withh other gender issues they face. 

b)) Feminisation of microfïnance 
Anotherr illustration of counter-resistance to women's empowerment is the 

feminisationn of microfïnance. This is characterised by two processes: the targeting of 
womenn with microfïnance and the small size of the loans they received. As already 
suggestedd in the previous chapter, women are increasingly targeted, not because of 
genderr concerns, but mainly because of their ability to contribute to the schemes 
financiall  sustainability. As many studies show, women are often more reliable in 
repayingg loans. In the 1980s, women's advocates used the fact that poor women were 
moree reliable in repaying loans, even at high interest rates, as the basis for demanding 
thee expansion of women's access to microfïnance. The creditworthiness of women 
andd their remarkable ability to repay high interest loans has not resulted in women's 
inclusionn in the financial system on an equal basis as men. In fact, donors and formal 
financiall  institutions have resisted this by increasingly targeting women with 
microfïnance.. They insist on charging high interest rates to poor women despite the 
factt that they constituted one of the most vulnerable groups in need of protection. The 
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discoursee on women's high ability to repay loans with high interest rates combined 
withh the discourse of the empowering nature of microfmance for women end up 
reducingg women's resistance. The increasing targeting of small loans to women has 
negativee implications for the hope of achieving gender equality. Small loans do not 
alloww for enterprise growth and limit women in the informal sector. As a result, it 
reinforcess women's subordinate place within the entire system, in the home, the 
community,, in the market, at national and international levels. While microfmance 
allowss women to achieve some gains, it also simultaneously helps to reinforce their 
subordinatee positions thereby hindering the kind of change in social relations that is 
neededd to achieve gender equality. 

6.4.22 Furthe r marginalizatio n of empowermen t issue s 
Thee Cameroon government's approach to microfmance has been to focus 

almostt exclusively on the creation of an enabling environment that can ensure the 
emergencee of sustainable microfmance institutions that help to reduce poverty. There 
hass been a marginalization of gender issues in mainstream debates on microfmance. 
Theree is no discussion in the debate on how to increase the confidence levels of 
women'ss microentrepreneurs, how to increase women's economic independence, how 
too address gender inequalities such as those leading to violence against women etc. In 
factt there is no statistics on the proportion of women targeted by microfmance. The 
Ministryy of Women's Affairs (MINCOF) acknowledges that the empowerment of 
womenn is a prerequisite for achieving sustainable development. MINCOF has 
developedd a gender policy (the Declaration of Policy for the Integration of Women in 
Developmentt (PANIFD) with strategies including: 

Promotingg and installing machinery to ensure the full development of 
women'ss potential; 
Eliminationn of cultural taboos that hold back the development of young 
womenn through awareness-raising and education; 
Improvingg women's awareness of familial planning and popularizing 
educationn in responsible parenthood; 
Providingg drinking water supplies for rural communities 
Promotingg the rights of women 
Promotingg direct intervention on behalf of victims of violence 
Adoptionn measures to encourage the integration or reintegration of 
poorr and marginalized women into the economically active population. 

Thee government has failed to effectively implement the new policies 
recommendedd by MINCOF on behalf of women. Women empowerment does not 
seemm to be a priority for the government. Women's successes with micro finance are 
ratherr used to achieve demands for other rights. Women are showing that they are 
ablee to help themselves by using credit to create self-employment and small 
businesses,, earn money and accumulate assets. 

a)) Disciplining self-help groups 
Inn Foucault's conceptualization of power, resistance may achieve or lead to 

temporaryy advantages before being subsumed within the matrices of power relations, 
(whichh in turn provokes new resistances). In Cameroon, the government is using 
women'ss resistance for its own benefits. There are many small self-help associations 
functioningg around the country, providing credit to women. During the last few years, 
thee Ministry of Women's Affairs (MINCOF) has been trying to group women's self-
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helpp groups into cooperatives or networks. MINCOF's interest in registering women's 
associationss is to build strength for women, but to use the various network as 
mechanismss of hierarchical surveillance. The aim of grouping and registering 
women'ss organizations is to discipline them. Most women's associations, such as the 
Womenn Development Group of Baigom are registering with MINCOF as this is the 
onlyy means to claim support from the Ministry or the government. The request for 
compulsoryy registration of women's self-help groups will help the ministry to use 
themm as tools to mobilize support for government programmes. It is presented and 
perceivedd by women as a way to channel government resources to the local level. 
However,, very few women groups have benefited from such government support. 
Theyy are rather used as mobile support for the government at the local level. 

Microo finance is incorporated in poverty alleviation mainly because it enables a 
properr screening of those with the ability to repay their debts and those who can 
succeedd in business. With microfmance acclaimed to empower women, gender issues 
aree further marginalized. In Cameroon, there is a trend to solve the lack of gender 
approachh in microfmance institutions by creating separated projects targeting only 
women.. Within the MC2 for instance, the participation of women has been 
consistentlyy low, not more than 30 percent. In order to resolve the issue of weak 
femalee participation, a decision was made in 1998 to create within the MC2, a 
women-focusedd window called the Mutuelle Financiere des Femmes Africaines 
(MUFFA).. Similar steps were taken by CIDA in an effort to promote the participation 
off  women within the CAMCCUL, which resulted in the establishment of two women-
specificspecific microfmance institutions: the "Micro-Projects Productifs en Faveur des 
FemmesFemmes au Cameroun" (MPPF I-II) . Even within the FEVIAC, men and women 
formedd separate groups. It is difficult to see how setting separate credit programmes 
wil ll  promote gender awareness in the long run. 

Thee use of minimalist lending methodology leads to further marginalization of 
women'ss issues. There is no attempt to provide other skills that might be necessary 
forr the effective running of their business. The ability to engage in economic activity 
andd the willingness and ability to repay do not necessarily mean that such poor 
womenn have the skills to run businesses, especially those which can grow. For 
microentrepreneurss to be the 'seedbed for enterprise development', for poor women to 
providee the ground from which capable entrepreneurs would emerge and spur 
developmentt as some governments and development practitioners hope, they should 
bee provided with non-financial services in addition to microfmance. Most successful 
microfmancee institutions in Cameroon, like their counterparts in other parts of the 
world,, focus only on credit and do not provide any technical and management skill 
trainingg to their members. Focusing only on credit might not be the best way to 
supportt the expansion of the poor entrepreneurial activities toward long-term growth 
andd sustainability. 

Thee increasing discourse of empowerment as a result of micro finance runs the 
riskrisk of depolarising the need for the government to adopt policy measures to correct 
somee of the past policies inimical to women, such as a reform of the property law. For 
instance,, the World Bank Report minimizes the burden on women when it argues that 

Changingg gender roles offers new opportunities for women, but also new burdens, 
puttingg more pressure on them to earn independent income. Women view these 
changess very positively, as this has opened up avenues for female empowerment and 
innovation.. In the Far North, many Moslem women acknowledged that they are no 
longerr constrained by tradition and culture to "remain behind the veil and fence. " 
Thee general impression is one of increased opportunities for women, captured in the 
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expressionn coined by the men that "...the economic crisis has given the women the 
keyskeys to the gates of the family enclosure." (World Bank 1995:72) 

Suchh representation disciplines women to view and accept the extra burden as 
ann unintended effect of empowerment. Women may begin to see this burden as a 
smalll  price to pay for their empowerment. Women's empowerment is a process that 
shouldd lead to greater participation in social and political processes. The government 
hass done littl e to widen women's access to either natural, financial or other resources 
theyy require to improve their status in society. Gender inequalities persist because 
theyy are supported by social norms, legal institutions and by the choices and 
behaviourr of individuals women themselves. Some women also share a blame is the 
pacee of change. During interviews, some MFIs staffs reported that they were able to 
mobilisee more women in microfmance by using non-threatening language. For 
instance,, Mrs. Mbakop argues that during seminars or campaigns to sensitise women 
onn the availability of credit, she was able to get more subscribers than her 
competitors.. She said she would often tell women that, 

""  The time to remain dependent on the husband is over. Women have to get credit and 
enterr the market place, and earn some money. However, once they enter their home, 
theyy should remember who is the head of the household. If your man wants his food 
too be cooked by you, do it. Enter the kitchen and cook his meal the way he likes it..." 

Shee claimed that every time she used these words she was able to recruit more 
members.. As this quote shows, women are able to participate in the perpetuation of 
theirr subordination. 

Thiss sub-section has highlighted the situation facing women micro 
entrepreneurss and has described some of the various forms of resistance they face as 
theyy attempt to change gender relations in society. As we can see, the various power 
struggless within the household fit very well in Foucault's conception of 
power/resistance.. As women get access to credit and gain some economic 
independence,, some husbands who feel threatened fight back. In fact as Foucault 
argues,, each power relation creates its own resistance. When women use the income 
theyy earn in the household to improve the living standards without challenging gender 
relationss (authority and privileges of their partners) they are appreciated and 
supported.. However, when they seek fundamental change in gender relations, they 
havee a problem. Therefore, the extent of the empowerment also depends on the level 
off  resistance mounted by the opposing actors in the power relations. 

6.56.5 Discipline  versus  Empowerment 
Thee discussion in the above section suggests a dialectical relation exists 

betweenn power and resistance. Therefore, we need to seriously look at women's 
variouss struggle strategies, their nature, how effective they would be in effecting 
fundamentall  change in women's favour (gender equality). The extent and scope of 
women'ss empowerment should always be analysed in order to identify the processes 
thatt would (progressively) lead to the eradication of gender inequality. Only through 
suchh an analysis can one determine whether empowerment leads to gender equality or 
whetherr it leads to the maintenance of the status quo (disciplining). 

Althoughh Foucault focuses more on power at the individual level, he doesn't 
denyy the existence of organized, institutionalized power. This implies that women 
shouldd fight resistance at any level where it is found, from the power relations within 
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thee households to those within the community level, at the national and right to those 
att the international levels. But such resistance can appear difficult especially due to 
thee fact that empowerment is a dynamic process of transforming power relations and 
cann be experienced at the individual or collective levels. The next section attempts to 
examinee the nature and extent of empowerment. 

6.5.11 Individua l empowermen t and Disciplin e 
Empowermentt is discussed here as being multidimensional and encompassing 

economic,, social and political dimensions. It is manifested at the individual, 
household,, enterprise and community levels. What is currently called empowerment is 
thee gain women experience as individuals at the household and community levels. As 
alreadyy mentioned, empowerment can be experienced as an individual or collective 
level.. This section examines the nature and extent of empowerment based on the 
variouss types of power that can be exercised, focusing on the first three: "power to", 
"powerr within", and "power with". As already suggested, "power over" is identified 
withh domination and is not the focus in this research. 

Thee notion of individual empowerment is taken here to mean the exercise of 
powerr that does not ultimately lead to critical change, but rather to changes that can 
bee characterised as improvement within the status quo. These sorts of changes are 
oftenn gains experienced by women as individuals. Most of what is characterised as 
economicc empowerment resulting from access to microfinance by women are gains 
andd other improvements experienced by individuals. Microfinance has a potential to 
leadd to personal gains that does not necessarily change structural power relations. 
Mostt of the gains experienced at the individual level include, increased in income, 
assets,, self-esteem, mobility and increased bargaining power and respect in the 
householdd are empowerment indicators. These can be best described by James C. 
Scott'ss (1986) as "everyday forms of resistance" that are unlikely to do more than 
marginallyy affect the various forms of exploitation confronting the subordinates". 
Accordingg to Scott, such resistance is not "directed to overthrow or transform a 
systemm of domination, but rather to survive" (Scott, 1986:30). Scott further adds that 
whilee these everyday forms of resistance can be conducted individually or 
collectively,, their main feature is that they fall short of openly declaring contestation. 
Theree is a growing evidence that the intensification of women's economic roles as 
illustratedd in the experiences of women in Cameroon and elsewhere place 
disproportionatee burdens on women who still bear an unequal bargaining power 
withinn the households, as in the community and in the markets and society in general. 
Evenn when the entire family depends on the micro activities of women, littl e is done 
byy the male partners to share the burdens of the household shores. Consequently, 
womenn cope through various organisations and especially with the help of their 
children.. This is of particular importance in any analysis of empowerment, especially 
ass further generations must be able to build on the accomplishment of the past ones.. 

a)) Economic empowerment 
Inn microfinance the economic empowerment refers to women's ability to 

exercisee the 'power to' access credit, engage in productive employment, accumulate 
assets,, skills, and income and be able to use them. Microfinance should enable women 
nott only to increase their income, but also provide a secure source of income allowing 
themm to sustain their economic activities and grow. Only sustainable enterprises can 
providee women with secure sources of income and assets that could ensure they gain 
meaningfull  autonomy from their male partners. Such income should allow them to 
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feedd their family, but also to educate their children, including their daughters, beyond 
thee primary education level. Women should be able to exercise not only the 'power 
to'' to access credit and enter the market, but also a 'power with' other 
microentrepreneurss to improve their position within their market place. Women's 
empowermentt needs to move beyond the satisfaction of practical gender needs (such 
ass access to credit, better nutrition, health care.,) to satisfy strategic gender needs such 
ass control over economic resources and markets, employment, income. 

Increasedd income in the hands of women is often taken as a proxy for 
economicc empowerment. However, women reported during interviews that while 
increasedd income enabled them to smooth their family's consumption, it often 
providedd an elusive sense of empowerment especially if suddenly they felt sick or had 
too buy expensive medications for other members of their family. Illness can reverse a 
sensee of empowerment if the economic gains are not substantial and sustainable. 
Therefore,, in order to avoid exaggerating the empowerment impacts of microfinance 
onn women, it is important to place that empowerment in the economic context where 
womenn live. Similarly, when assessing the empowerment of women 
microentrepreneurs,, it is necessary to look at the market in which they operate and ask 
whatt type of power women are able to exercise in the market. The ability to enter the 
markett by poor women should be accompanied with enhanced ability to exercise 
powerr with other actors in order to improve their market positions. This has been the 
casee with women members of the SEWA in India who reportedly have been able to 
collectivelyy negotiate for better work conditions, better pay and legal protection. 
Withinn the current Cameroonian market where the microentrepreneur operate, results 
fromfrom interviews and other evidence suggest the existence of cheaper substitutes from 
modernn enterprises or the flooding of markets with the same products or services by a 
largee number of microentrepreneurs, in the long run effectively reduce prices and 
profitss and could put the women micro entrepreneurs out of business. If access to 
creditt does not enable women micro entrepreneurs to grow and to move up the market 
hierarchy,, their empowerment would be held back. 

Inn the literature, women empowerment is also discussed with reference to their 
abilityy to access larger loans and to save more. However, there is no discussion of the 
powerpower relations between the borrowers and the microfinance themselves. For instance, 
whenn savings are examined, it is mainly done with reference to their ability to 
contributee to the microfinance institution's financial strength and ability to help 
achievee sustainability. They are also discussed with reference to the ability to enable 
thee clients get access to loans. In Cameroon, microfinance institutions base their 
operationss on self-generated funds. As a result, microfinance institutions encourage 
theirr members to save in order to strengthen their capital base. Members are not 
encouragedd to build up their savings to graduate from credit. Increased savings is 
cruciall  only to the extent that they enable the borrowers to access larger loans. 
Althoughh it is the case that larger loans are often accompanied with lower interest 
ratess - thereby showing an improvement in the relationship between the borrower and 
thee institution - nothing is said about the borrowers being able to exercise the power 
too graduate from borrowing. Economic empowerment also enables women to exercise 
"powerr within", which comes from increased self-confidence and self-esteem. 

Womenn interviewed reported they needed continuous access to loans to 
sustainn their businesses. They argued their economic empowerment was inadequate to 
helpp them graduate from credit. The experiences of most women participating in 
microfinancee programmes suggested they had developed a new type of dependency. 
Theyy have replaced their financial dependence on their husbands and male partners 
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withh a dependence on credit from MFIs. The fact that microfmance only provides 
smalll  loans limits the ability to get into profitable activities. Additionally, as already 
discussed,, most micro entrepreneurs are involved in low skills, less remunerative 
activities,, leading to market saturation and limited income earning opportunities. This 
iss in line with evidence from Bangladesh where after three decades of implementing 
credit,, most borrowers of the Grameen Bank who are held as icons of empowerment 
remainedd as Yunus put it, borrowers of the Grameen bank for the rest of their lives 
(Yunuss 1999). 

Microfmancee in its present form tends to result in limited individual gains that 
disciplinee women to perform effectively within the status quo. Even in Bangladesh a 
countryy with the longest experience with microfmance, and where numerous research 
notess the substantial progress in social transformation, gender relations are far from 
equal.. Despite the multiple reports of individual experiences of over 4 million women 
thatt have been empowered through access to credit, Bangladesh society is far from 
achievingg gender equality. In fact, it seems that microfmance structures women's 
resistancee in such a way that they only marginally affect the various inequalities they 
aree confronted with. This is not to argue that gains experienced by women in the 
homee do not spilt out in the community or in society in general. In Cameroon as in 
Bangladesh,, women report being able to enjoy respect in the homes, in the 
community,, increased bargaining power in the homes and in the community as well. 
Soo gain at the individual level can be transferred into the community. 

6.5.22 Collectiv e Empowermen t and socia l chang e 
Thee ideal outcome of women's empowerment would be a situation where 

theree is gender equality. In order to be more successful in changing power relations, 
empowermentt that begins at individual or micro level, must to be mobilised within a 
collectivee context to make demands on society. Therefore, women need to come 
togetherr collectively to successfully advance their specific interests. Social 
mobilisationn helps to raise strength and maintain the achieved gain. 

b)) Social empowerment 
Socio-culturall  factors also hinder the achievement of gender equalities. Social 

inequalitiess of power are also the result of differences in access and control over 
resourcess such as land, education and health care services. Discussion in the literature 
tendss to reduce social empowerment to the respect women arguably gain in society 
becausee they have become 'providers'. Such respect would be more meaningful if 
womenn are able to exercise "power with" in order to achieve long lasting gains. 
Womenn can exercise this power when they organize to challenge power relations, 
especiallyy when they are fighting for strategic gender needs. With increased respect, 
womenn are reported to become more self-confident, to have increased self-esteem and 
evenn consciousness of their position in society. Consequently, they should be able to 
usee this 'power within" (i.e. self-confidence and self-esteem) to work collectively 
withh other women and networks to press for more structural changes and have equal 
rightsrights to lands, education, credit and other resources. 

Whenn assessing women's empowerment, there is a need to take into account 
theirr level of literacy, health as well as their ability to access and control over other 
resourcess such as land. For instance, education can have serious implications on the 
naturee and extent to which women experience empowerment. The level of women's 
education,, by affecting the range of opportunities available to them, is of great 
importancee to women's economic empowerment. In Cameroon educated women are 
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ablee to get better paying jobs in the formal sector than their less-educated 
counterparts.. They are able to have individual bank accounts, be aware of their 
existencee of credit opportunities and take advantage of them than illiterate women. 
Theyy organize better and are more likely to use birth control and to have fewer 
children.. Although the sexual division of labour affects the degree to which women 
gett involved in economic activities, some women may enjoy higher status in their 
homes;; they may have greater say in the allocation of the family resources. But they 
mayy have a lower status in the community. In general when constraints are cultural 
andd social, they may require long-term fundamental attitude changes. In such cases, 
empowermentt should become collective, not limited to a certain token number of 
women,, but exercised by many women. 

Att the social level, many customs and barriers towards women should be 
overcome.. Even in Bangladesh where microfmance has had a long history and 
reachess a much larger number of women than anywhere else, the dowry system and 
thee purdah for instance are still firmly in place. Women still populate the lower end of 
thee social strata, economic, political and social. Access to credit while allowing 
womenn to fulfil l some of their practical gender needs (i.e. increased income, better 
educationn and health) should also enable them to satisfy their strategic gender needs 
(i.e.. elimination of violence, increase access to other community resources such as 
land).. Some of these gains are being achieved in Bangladesh and India where 
microfinancee programmes has enabled women to act collectively to protect their 
interests.. In Bangladesh, women act together to protect other women who have 
problemss with their husbands, particularly in case of violence. Their eradication 
requiress political empowerment. 

Inn any analysis of women's empowerment, it is necessary to distinguish 
betweenn the scope or the proportion of a defined group of people empowered and the 
intensityy or the scale, duration and importance of the particular empowerment. 

c)) Political empowerment 
Politicall  empowerment is more than simple awareness of political rights or 

votingg in elections as suggested in microfinance literature. Women's empowerment 
requiress that actions be taken at the national level to remove structural constraints 
theyy face. Historical experience shows that political empowerment is critical for 
accesss and control of resources. Individual empowerment of the sort produced by 
microfinancee has yet to create significant structural change. Cameroonian women are 
stilll  unable to successfully challenge the existing exploitative relationships and make 
theirr collective voice heard in community affairs and politics. Challenging women's 
subordinationn in society requires women to have a political voice. Microfinance as 
theyy operate currently in Cameroon does not provide women with the forum to 
developp political activism. Women's right or their 'power to' vote is already secured 
inn the constitution, and they exercise that right regularly. Cameroon microfinance 
institutionss do not provide any link to political movements that challenge inequality 
andd gender discrimination, Cameroonian women have begun using collective power -
'powerr with' - to demand redress for some of the gender injustices. For instance, back 
fromfrom the Beijing conference, Cameroonian women showed an unprecedented activism 
inn support of the Beijing Platform of Action, focusing on the empowerment of 
women.. Women's activism resulted in Cameroon ratifying the Platform of Action. 
Womenn capitalised on that achievement to ask for more representation in every aspect 
off  the nation's life. They demanded increased political representation, and more 
resourcess to be targeted at women's issues. In so doing, women demonstrated their 
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abilityy to exercise collective power -'power with'. The Ministry of Women's Affairs 
intensifiedd the promotion of women's self-help groups with a view to creating 
women'ss financial cooperatives. However, those attempts at empowering women 
weree met with strong resistance from men. Men resisted the 'new empowered' 
womenn reasserting the virtues of traditional women's values of good housewives, 
motherss and under the control of men. Various popular songs have emerged, vilifyin g 
'autonomous'' women. Anxious to protect their gains, some women have found the 
needd to use the same media to calm men. They argue that women's empowerment is 
nott meant to enable women to be equal or to dominate men, but only to provide them 
withh the necessary tools to better help men. Therefore, men do not have to fear 
women'ss empowerment. In fact, men are often reminded through programmes on the 
nationall  television that women's empowerment equip women to reduce their (men's) 
ownn burden of providing for their families. Similar patterns are seen in Kenya where 
Wanjijuu M Kabira & W. Muthoni (1994) have observed how Kenyan woman: 

Playy down their expertise and leadership qualities. Others buy peace on a daily basis 
too be accepted by society. In doing so, women surrender their power; their basic 
humann rights willingly and encourage other women to do the same (Kabira & 
Muthonii  1994). 

Whenn questioned if trying to appease men was not in fact a sign of 
powerlessness,, most Cameroonian women responded that, on the contrary, it was a 
signn of their empowerment. They argue that the appearance of calming men is only a 
manipulationn on women's part in order to save the gains achieved. In her study of the 
Nso'' society, Goheen (1995) notes that "as long as men did not threaten women's 
controll  over resources considered to be within the female domain, women have been 
contentt to subscribe to the fiction of male domination". Most Cameroonian women 
believee that those gains will in the long run lead to fundamental structural change. 
Collectivee empowerment can enable women to exercise power with other women 
throughh networking, to influence power relations in the microfinance institutions and 
inn the credit market. This can be done, not only at the national level, but also at the 
internationall  level. 

6.66.6 Conclusion 
Resistancee as manifested through microfinance varies according to the socio-

culturall  traditions, the local environment (the local norms, the government 
commitmentt and strengths of national institutions to promote the advancement of 
women).. This increases the difficulty to find characteristics that enable measurement 
andd comparison to be made. Other authors have also pointed out the difficulty in 
establishingg a universal empowerment index to be used to measure progress. While it 
iss important to use indicators that are based on the norms and practices of a particular 
society,, efforts should be made to relate them all to the dimensions of empowerment: 
social,, economic, cultural and political. The point is that no automatic conclusion 
shouldd be drawn that microfinance empowers women. 

Empowermentt is often assessed as springing from economic gains but as this 
chapterr shows, power relations in which women find themselves are multiples and 
cannott be reduced to any single factor alone such as economic gains. Consequently, 
resistancee has also been multiple. Using Foucault's notion of resistance has made it 
possiblee to highlight the important role played by other actors involved in power 
relationss with women. It has helped to show that the process of resistance on the part 
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off  the hitherto powerful actors such as men, the government, and donor influences the 
directionn and nature of the empowerment process. It determines whether or not 
women'ss empowerment leads to structural change such as gender equality or whether 
empowermentt leads to some gains or improvement within the status quo 
(disciplining).. It is important to state that this research is not about trivializing 
women'ss empowerment. Women's gain, while appearing small, can have significant 
cumulativee effects. However evidence in Cameroon shows that if the gains are small 
andd cannot be sustained in the long-run, discipline within the established system tends 
too be the outcome of current empowerment process. Some women respond to counter-
resistancee from men and the state byy avoiding any opened antagonism. These women 
claimm it is better to play down the gains or look weak in order to consolidate the 
empowermentt to better fight power relations. 

Ass the examination in this chapter shows, attempts to exercise power by the 
hithertoo subordinates has the potential to arouse resistance from the part of the 
powerful.. Consequently, this process of counter-resistance is crucial and helps to 
determinee the direction or outcome and nature of the empowerment process. 
Resistancee influences whether or not empowerment leads to gender equality or 
whetherr empowerment leads to discipline. 

Genderr equality *  Empowerment <  discipline 

Collectivee Individual 

Feministss as we recall, see empowerment as aiming at radically changing the 
structuree and processes that reproduced women's subordination as a gender. In other 
words,, strategies of empowerment cannot be taken out of the context that created the 
lackk of power in the first place, nor can they be viewed in isolation from those 
processes.. In order to be more successful in changing power relations, empowerment 
thatt began at individual or micro level has to be mobilised within a collective context 
too make demands on society. There was no evidence in Cameroon of women coalition 
orr strong network to fight to maintain the achieved gains or to bring more pressure to 
bearr for change in gender relations. In fact, evidence suggested that microfmance 
empowerr women to work better in the system. Thus, the hypothesis that microfmance 
iss a tool of resistance that promote discipline within the status quo was confirmed. 

Accesss to credit while allowing women to fulfil l some of their practical gender 
needss should also enable them to satisfy their strategic gender needs. Economic 
empowermentt should enable women to gain social as well as political influence in 
orderr to reduce or eradicate the various gender inequalities in their societies. One 
shouldd not always see economic empowerment to be a springboard to overall 
empowerment.. The objective here was to bring a new awareness of the constraints 
womenn face in their struggle for empowerment, particularly those constraints 
stemmingg from the attitudes of their husbands, the community and their governments 
ass women assert more power. 
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